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Executive summary

RADON focuses on introducing a general-purpose methodology and a toolchain enabling to design,
develop, operate, and continuously evolve microservice-based architectures, event-driven serverless
applications, and data pipelines. To demonstrate the suitability of RADON to define applications
from different domains, three industrial use cases have been carried out during the course of the
project (Travel & Tourism Technologies, Ambient Assisted Living, Managed DevOps).

The objective of D6.5 is to elaborate on the activities undertaken throughout the entire project
duration to validate and verify the RADON tools, and showcase the productivity growth in
laboratory and real-world use case scenarios. On a tool by tool basis, the validation is based on the
KPIs defined by the tool owners, whereas the validation in the context of industrial use cases covers
specific combinations of RADON tools employed to achieve the respective use case’s goals.
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Glossary

CSAR Cloud Service Archive

FaaS Function as a Service

GMT Graphical Modeling Tool

GUI Graphical User Interface

IDE Integrated Development Environment

MSA Microservice Architecture

NFR Non-Functional Requirement

TOSCA Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications

VM Virtual Machine

WP Work Package

Tw.n Task n in Work Package w

Yn Year n

YAML YAML Ain't Markup Language

XML Extensible Markup Language

CDL Constraint Definition Language

IaC Infrastructure as Code

CI/CD Continuous Integration / Continuous Delivery
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1 Introduction
In this deliverable, we elaborate on the final validation and verification results, which were
achieved by the tool owners and the use case providers, namely ATC (Travel & Tourism
Technologies use case), ENGINEERING (Ambient Assisted Living use case), and
EFICODE/PRAQMA (Managed DevOps use case). Since this deliverable is the first public
deliverable in WP6, its main goal is to expose the tool-specific and use case-specific validation
results for RADON tools to the wide audience and to also demonstrate the results achieved in the
last year of the project.

The deliverable summarizes the results, which were achieved during the entire duration of the
project, also including the most recent activities undertaken in the last phase of the project that were
not reported previously. Building on top of the initial validation results, RADON tools have been
constantly updated and improved including validation activities in lab environments, and validation
activities within use cases for existing and newly-introduced features. Each RADON tool has been
validated by at least one industrial use case, whereas in certain cases tools were involved in more
than one use case showcasing how the RADON framework can be used as a general-purpose
methodology for developing and operating microservice-based and event-driven serverless
applications as well as data pipelines. Furthermore, the deliverable also reports on validation
activities conducted with external users.

The decision on which RADON tools to use within a use case has been driven by the use case
objectives, e.g., the orchestrator, graphical modeling tool and underlying modeling profile were
used by most use cases, whereas more specific tasks such as constraints verification or defects
prediction were used by some of the use cases. The mapping of RADON tools to use cases is shown
in Table 1.1. The RADON tools can be obtained from https://github.com/radon-h2020.

Table 1.1: Mapping of RADON tools to industrial use cases.

RADON Tool Name

Usage in Industrial Use Cases

ATC
(Travel & Tourism

Technologies)

ENG
(Ambient

Assisted Living)

EFI/PRQ
(Managed
DevOps)

CDL / Verification Tool X X X

Continuous Testing Tool X X X

RADON IDE X X X

Graphical Modeling Tool X X X
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Function Hub - - X

Template Library X X X

Decomposition Tool X X -

Defect Prediction Tool - X X

Orchestrator X X X

Data Pipelines X - -

Monitoring X - X

CI/CD X - X

1.1 Deliverable Objectives

As discussed previously, this deliverable summarizes the RADON tool validation activities
undertaken by tool owners and industrial use case providers. Essentially, the presented document
has the following objectives:

1. Elaborate on the activities performed by the respective tool owners to validate the RADON
tools independently.

2. Elaborate on the activities undertaken to validate RADON with external users.
3. Elaborate on the activities performed by the use case providers to validate use case-specific

combinations of RADON tools to validate the suitability of the RADON Framework to
accomplish the goals, defined by the use case.

4. Communicate a final summary on WP6 validation results to the broader public.

1.2 Overview of Main Achievements

This deliverable makes the following major contributions:

● For both validation by tool owners and use case providers, the deliverable refines the
validation activities described in non-public deliverables and elaborates on the validation
activities performed in the last phase of the project.

● The deliverable presents validation activities conducted with external users, showcasing the
positive results and user feedback on using the RADON framework as a whole.

● To facilitate the understanding for an external audience, each description of validation
activities is shaped as a clear and concise story, moving from requirements to development,
and then to validation. Furthermore, for certain tools, the quantitative validation results are
combined with the qualitative validation results.
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1.3 Structure of the Document

The remainder of this document is structured as follows:

● Section 2 elaborates on the validation and verification activities undertaken during the
project’s duration for each RADON tool, providing more emphasis on the period from M19
to M30,

● Section 3 elaborates on the validation activities conducted with external users,
● Section 4 provides the details on the validation activities of the RADON tools in the context

of three industrial use cases, highlighting the usage of the RADON tools, combined for
solving specific use case’s goals, and

● Section 5 draws the high-level conclusions on the performed validation activities.
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2 RADON Tools Validation
This section presents the individual validation activities for each RADON tool, performed by the
tool owners. Each tool is discussed in a separate subsection, starting from a general overview and
moving to the presentation of lab validation activities and results.

2.1 CDL and Verification Tool

Overview

In its primary mode, the Verification Tool (VT) enables a user to verify that a given RADON model
conforms with a set of functional and non-functional requirements (encoded in the Constraint
Definition Language (CDL)). In addition to this primary mode, the VT has two additional modes,
which allow a user to correct a RADON model so that it conforms to the requirements and to learn
requirements in the form of CDL constraints.

The VT supports verification and correction modes that can solve problem instances using the
unrestricted CDL and are validated on all three scenarios. The learning mode is restricted to a
smaller subset of the CDL, as described in D4.2, and its applicability due to language
expressiveness extends only to the third scenario.

Lab Validation and Results

Our initial validation plan proposed three datasets, one for each of the three modes of the VT. The
final datasets are as follows:

1. Verification dataset. The final dataset is based on three scenarios, with 5 valid and 5 invalid
instances each (giving 15 valid and 15 invalid specifications in total). The first scenario is
based on the toy example, specified in D4.1, where the VT must check that the pre/post
conditions of a lambda function cannot possibly lead to an inconsistent state. The pre/post
conditions are in the privacy domain, and are designed to ensure that no country's data is
stored in another country with whom they are unwilling to share. The second scenario is
based on an example from the EFI/PRQ use case, where any nodes in an architecture which
access sensitive data must be hosted on the same platform as the data. Finally, the third
scenario is based on the SARA use case from ENG and has a constraint specifying that all
nodes of a particular type must be located in the same country.

2. Correction dataset. In the final dataset, each of the 15 invalid specifications are given again
with varying search spaces of possible corrections, and the verification tool must find a
correction which makes the specification valid. We have defined 45 correction problems
based on the 15 invalid specifications (with three different correction search spaces each).

3. Learning dataset. In the final dataset, we randomly generated 25 instances of architectures
for the ENG scenario (the third scenario in the two datasets above). Some of these instances
were valid (which could be given as positive examples for learning) and some invalid
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(which could be given as negative examples for learning). In the main experiment, we
performed a "leave-one-out" experiment, in which each subset of 24 examples was given to
the VT in learning mode and the resulting learned constraints were tested against the
remaining "left-out" example. We then tested the VT on smaller subsets (5, 10, 15 and 20)
of the examples (5 instances of each case) to determine how many examples are required to
learn effectively.

Realization of Envisioned Outcomes

Table 2.1.1: Experimental results for the validation of the VT on the final verification dataset.

Scenario Correctness Average time (s)

Toy Example 10/10 0.53

EFI/PRQ Use Case 10/10 0.55

ENG Use Case 10/10 0.56

Table 1 shows the validation results of the VT on the verification dataset. We evaluated the VT on
two metrics: correctness, which is the number of specifications that the VT correctly classifies as
either valid or invalid; and performance (i.e. running time). At the beginning of the project, our aim
was that the VT should have 100% correctness and a running time of under 1s for every
specification in the verification dataset. Both of these requirements have been met by the final
version of the VT (all 30 running times are less than 1s, with averages listed in Table 2.1.1).

Table 2.1.2: Experimental results for the validation of the VT on the final correction dataset.

Scenario Correctness Average time (s)

Toy Example 15/15 3.40

EFI/PRQ Use Case 15/15 4.73

ENG Use Case 15/15 4.57

Table 2.1.2 shows the final validation results of the VT on the correction dataset. We again
evaluated the VT on two metrics: correctness, which is the number of scenarios for which the VT
finds a valid correction; and performance (i.e. running time). Our original aim was that the VT
should have 100% correctness and a running time of under 10s for every specification in the
correction dataset. The VT again meets both requirements.

Table 2.1.3: Experimental results for the validation of the VT on the final learning dataset.

Scenario Average Accuracy Average time (s)

ENG Use Case (Full) 0.96 220.10

ENG Use Case (20 examples) 0.92 145.20

ENG Use Case (15 examples) 0.96 124.82
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ENG Use Case (10 examples) 0.95 55.47

ENG Use Case (5 examples) 0.82 42.15

The first row of Table 2.1.2 shows the results of the VT on the full learning dataset (which is an
extension of Scenario 3 from the previous datasets). We evaluated on two metrics: accuracy; and
performance (i.e. running time). To measure these, we constructed a dataset of 25 examples, and
performed leave-one-out cross validation – 25 learning tasks were constructed, each with one
example missing, and the learned hypothesis was then evaluated on the left out example. The VT's
average accuracy of 0.96 reflects that in 24 out of the 25 tasks, the VT learned a hypothesis that
correctly classified the left out example. This exceeds our target accuracy of 0.90. Similarly the
running time was below our target of 300s.

The remaining rows in Table 2.1.3 show what happens when the VT is given fewer examples.
Clearly, if the VT sees too few examples, it is unlikely to learn the correct constraints, so our aim
was to determine how many examples are required to learn accurately in this scenario. In each case,
the table shows the averaged results of 5 runs of the VT (in each run, n training examples were
randomly selected from the full 25 and the learned hypothesis was evaluated on the remaining 25 -
n examples). As would be expected, with fewer examples, the running time of the VT decreases;
however, even with only 10 examples, the VT is able to achieve an accuracy of 0.95. Table 2.1.4
shows that the final CDL/VT have met the original KPIs defined at the beginning of the project.

Table 2.1.4: Achievements of KPIs for the VT.

KPI
No

KPIs Achievements of KPIs

1 Ability to represent at least 2 issues
for model verification in the CDL.

The verification dataset has three scenarios with three different issues
for model verification. In addition, the standard library for the CDL
has 5 builtin definitions of issues for model verification: deadlocks,
execution loops, pre/post conditions, policies and race conditions.
Several of these are discussed in D4.1.

2 Ability to represent at least 4 types
of predicates for quality
requirements.

Privacy can be represented in the CDL, as demonstrated by the toy
example verification scenario. In addition, three definitions of
common architectural patterns – bulkheads, gateway routing and
geodes – are available in the CDL standard library.

3 Ability to correctly verify valid
CDL specifications and find at least
4 types of inconsistencies in invalid
CDL specifications

The VT is capable of identifying many types of inconsistencies (the
CDL standard library contains 8 types of inconsistency, listed above).
The first scenario of the validation dataset uses one of these
inconsistencies (pre/post conditions) and examples of others which
run correctly in the VT are given in D4.1 and D4.2. In addition users
can define their own custom inconsistencies. The second and third
scenarios are customised inconsistencies based on two of the
industrial use cases. The VT correctly verifies these CDL
specifications.
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4 Ability to suggest corrections to
invalid RADON models, where the
combined model / specification
contains >100 constraints.

The validation has shown that the VT is capable of identifying
corrections for each of the three scenarios (each task of which
contains over 100 constraints).

5 Ability to learn new CDL fragments The VT is able to learn new CDL fragments as discussed in D4.2 and
shown in the validation above. The learning mode is restricted to a
smaller subset of the CDL, and in future work it would be interesting
to extend this mode to the full CDL.

2.2 Continuous Testing Tool

Overview

The Continuous Testing Tool (CTT) provides the functionality for defining, generating, executing,
and refining continuous tests of application functions, data pipelines, and microservices, as well as
for reporting test results. While aiming to provide a general framework for continuous quality
testing in RADON, a particular focus of CTT lies on testing workload-related quality attributes,
such as performance, elasticity, and resource/cost efficiency.

Lab Validation and Results

The development was driven by RADON’s continuous testing workflow, comprising the following
three usage scenarios: Define Test Cases, Execute Test Cases, and Maintain Test Cases. The
detailed requirements served to realize the high-level usage scenarios in the CTT prototype
implementation and its integration with other RADON tools and the developed novel approaches
for DevOps-oriented loaded testing, as detailed in the public deliverables [D3.4] and [D3.5].

The lab validation efforts related to CTT were two-fold: (i) functional validation of the CTT tool
implementation including the integration with other RADON tools; (ii) quantitative validation of
novel approaches for continuous testing. The remainder of this section is structured accordingly and
provides an overview of the lab validation activities. As a combination of (i) and (ii), we
demonstrate quantitative results of using CTT in combination with the developed approach for
domain-based scalability analysis.

Functional Validation

The overall goal of the functional validation was to exercise the feasibility of the continuous testing
workflow and its implementation by CTT in combination with the related RADON tools. The
functional lab validation was conducted using the following RADON demo applications:
Thumbnail generation, SockShop, and TODOListAPI as SUTs. We have conducted a corresponding
validation with the use cases from EFI/PRQ and ATC.
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● For each SUT, we defined test cases by adding CTT modeling annotations (via TOSCA
policies) to the SUT’s TOSCA model. Regarding test types, we focused on deployment tests
and load tests, covering scenarios for microservices (SockShop), FaaS (Thumbnail and
TODOListAPI), and data pipelines (Thumbnail generation with data pipeline and File
Transferred between different Cloud Storage).

● Apart from modeling, the validation per SUT comprised the deployment and execution of
the tests using the exported CSAR of the SUT and TI.

Overall, we were able to demonstrate the realization of a continuous testing workflow that
comprises the modelling of testing-related information using GMT and the CTT-related types from
RADON particles in GMT, as well as letting CTT process the models exported from GMT
including the deployment using the xOpera orchestrator, the execution using a CTT agent, as well
as making the results available via CTT. Moreover, we could demonstrate the feasibility of using
CTT from the RADON IDE via the CTT plugin, as well as using CTT as a standalone tool and via
CI/CD setting using CTT’s command line interface. The results show evidence about CTT’s feature
support based on applying CTT with three applications. CTT is able to express and execute
different test types, namely deployment, load, and data pipelines tests. Regarding load testing tools,
CTT fully supports JMeter (for microservices/FaaS and data pipelines) and NiFi, and additional
modeling concepts for Locust. CTT’s extension mechanisms turned out to be very useful. They
have been used to implement both CTT’s core features and external extensions, e.g., for the data
pipeline testing.

We have used the RADON demo applications from the very beginning of the CTT development,
which turned out to be extremely useful for validating the conceptual workflow, deriving tool
requirements, defining the architecture, as well as developing and validating the implementation —
including its integration with other tools. Moreover, the resulting artifacts served as regression tests
that were executed as part of CTT’s CI/CD pipeline. It also turned out to be very useful that other
partners have used CTT using the example use cases, e.g., for adjusting the setups to the industrial
use cases.

Regarding the deployment environments for the tests, we have started with local deployments
incrementally added cloud-based deployment, particularly for AWS.

The artifacts for the functional validation using the three benchmark applications are provided as
separate GitHub repositories and have been archived as a public dataset. The respective SUT1

models are also included in the RADON particles along with a set of reusable TI models.

Quantitative Validation

The overall goal of the quantitative evaluation was to assess the respective approaches for
DevOps-oriented load testing and data pipeline testing with respect to their targeted goals, e.g.,

1 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4973131
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improved representativeness of workload characteristics. We have summarized the approaches in
deliverable [D3.5] and summarize the validation methodology and results. Each of the papers
includes references to the artifacts, which are available on an archival platform.

● Microservice-tailored workload generation [SAD+19]. In an experiment series with the
SockShop microservice application, we compare both algorithms with system-level and
request-based workload models. The results show that when load testing a set of services,
the tailored workload models outperform untailored workload models in terms of test
duration and the capacity of the test infrastructure, and outperform request-based workload
models in terms of representativeness.

● Context-tailored workload generation [SOH+21]. We evaluated our approach with the
workload of a student information system. Our results show that incrementally learned
workload models can be used for generating tailored load tests. The description language is
able to express the relevant contexts, which in turn, improve the representativeness of the
load tests. We have also found that the existing workload characterization concepts and
forecasting tools used are limited in regard to strong workload fluctuations, which needs to
be tackled in future work.

● Domain-based scalability testing [AFJ+20]. We have evaluated our approach using
extensive experiments in a large bare-metal host environment and a virtualized environment
using the SockShop application with operational profile data from a streaming service and
Wikipedia. The findings support the need to carefully evaluate the impact of increasing the
level of computing resources on performance. Specifically, we observed that the evaluated
Domain-based metric is a non-increasing function of the number of CPU resources for one
of the environments under study. Below, we will demonstrate the use of the approach using
the TODOListAPI application.

● Data pipeline testing. In order to test the data pipeline application, the user is supposed to
design a data pipeline service (SUT) that she intends to test in GMT. This SUT is then
annotated with details about the tests by defining a testing policy in GMT. Based on the
types of tests specified in the policy, the test infrastructure (TI) is created by GMT for
further designing. The SUT and TI are TOSCA service templates that should be exported to
a Git repository. The CTT data-pipeline architectural structure is decomposed into the
components modeling types, creation of a custom testing module using a NiFi-based agent
for testing data pipelines, and a load injector for performance testing and load testing of the
data pipeline using Prometheus servers. Furthermore, the CTT data-pipeline module
provides support for exposing monitoring data and generating metrics at the level of
individual data pipeline blocks, efficiently generating data for load testing data pipelines,
and defining and setting up corresponding test infrastructures. Furthermore, we verify the
performance of the Thumbnail generation with data pipeline and File Transferred between
different Cloud Storage demo applications to test whether the deployed data pipeline
services perform as expected in terms of various performance metrics, after generating a
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high amount of input data in the form of images and Twitter and CSV files, respectively.
The performance analysis and load testing results of the data pipeline applications over
different demo applications are depicted in Section 2.8.1.

Selected detailed results: Domain-based scalability analysis

In this section, we present selected results of using CTT together with the developed research
approach for domain-based scalability analysis, implemented in the PPTAM tool [AFJ+20]. The
system under test (SUT) is the TODOListAPI demo application. The goal is to compare two
different configurations of the SUT with respect to scalability using operational profile data: i) the
standard configuration from the RADON particles; ii) the standard configuration but auto-scaling
being enabled for the included DynamoDB instance. The data for this experiment are also included
in the demo resources dataset.2

Experiment setup:

● The load test is implemented as a parameterized JMeter test plan that targets the five
endpoints of the TODOListAPI, denoted as ToDo-Create, ToDo-Get-Single, ToDo-Get-All,
ToDo-Update, and ToDo-Delete. The test plan implements a closed, session-based workload
with n concurrent users iterating through a sequence of the aforementioned endpoints with
some probabilistic branches. The JMeter test plan is integrated into the actual test definition
in the TODOListAPI’s TOSCA model. The experiment duration is configured to be 840
seconds (14 minutes) with a 2-minute linear ramp up period.

● For both system configurations, we configure CTT to execute a series of tests for eleven
different workload intensities (i.e., number of users), namely 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70,
80, 90, 100 users. Hence, we obtain results for 22 different experiments. We removed the
first 4 minutes and the last 2 minutes from the raw data of each experiment to eliminate
warmup and cooldown effects.

● The results of the test with 1 user serves to obtain the baseline criteria for the pass/fail
criteria of the scalability assessment.

● After CTT has executed successfully, the test results are imported into the PPTAM tool. As
the operational profile, we use Wikipedia traces according to the original publication on our
approach [AFJ+20].

Experiment results:

● Table 2.2.1 lists the response time (rt) and error rate results of the baseline experiment
(1 user).

Table 2.2.1: Summary of metrics for the baseline experiment.

Endpoint Avg. rt [ms] Stddev rt [ms] Errors [%]

2 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4973131
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ToDo-Create 197.92 33.70 0.00

ToDo-Delete 191.17 16.11 0.00

ToDo-Get-All 198.75 29.44 0.00

ToDo-Get-Single 183.25 28.89 0.00

ToDo-Update 192.56 26.30 0.00

● Figure 2.2.1 depicts the response time results over the different workload levels per
endpoint and configuration. It can be observed that for both configurations, the response
times increase with increasing workload intensity. The configuration without auto-scaling
performs worse than the one with auto-scaling.

Figure 2.2.1: Response times per endpoint and configuration (w/o auto-scaling left; w/ auto-scaling
right)

● Accordingly, Figure 2.2.2 shows the error rates per endpoint and configuration. It can be
observed clearly that again the numbers increase with increasing workload intensity and the
configuration without auto-scaling performs worse than the one with auto-scaling.
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Figure 2.2.2: Failure rates per endpoint and configuration (w/o auto-scaling left; w/ auto-scaling
right)

● Figure 2.2.3 depicts the detailed domain results for the response time pass/fail criteria. The
outer polygon represents the theoretically best domain metric per workload level (black
line). The inner polygons represent the scalability of the two configurations (red line:
without auto-scaling; yellow line: with auto-scaling). It can be observed that both
configurations show degradations for increasing load levels. Moreover, the polygon for the
configuration without auto-scaling clearly shows that the configuration performs poorly for
workload levels greater or equal 70 users.

Figure 2.2.3: Domain metric per workload level for both configurations (w/o auto-scaling: red line;
w/ auto-scaling: yellow line)
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The aggregated domain metric for the two configurations, being the sum of the values per
workload level, are: 0.3879 for the configuration without auto-scaling and 0.6630 for the
configuration with auto-scaling. Note that a value of 1.0 would be the maximum score,
representing that situation that a configuration meets the pass/fail criteria for each workload
situation and endpoint.

Finally, Table 2.1.4 summarizes the achievements regarding the KPIs.

Table 2.1.4: Achievements of KPIs for the CTT.

KPI
No

KPIs Achievements of KPIs

1 Support for at least three (≥3)
test types.

CTT is able to express and execute different test types, e.g.,
deployment, load, and data pipelines tests. Additional test types can
be added through CTT’s extension mechanisms. CTT’s test types and
extension capabilities are described in D3.4 and D3.5.

2 Support for at least three (≥3)
load test tools.

CTT fully supports JMeter (for microservices/FaaS and data
pipelines) and NiFi, and additional modeling concepts for Apache
Bench and Locust. Users can extend the load test tools or add new
tools through CTT’s extension mechanisms. CTT’s load testing and
extension capabilities are described in D3.4 and D3.5.

3 Validation with at least three
(≥3) example microservice
architectures.

As outlined above, CTT has been validated using the RADON demo
applications SockShop, Thumbnail generation, TODOListApp, and
the File Transfer applications. Moreover, CTT has been used in the
RADON use case systems.

4 Less or equal than 10% error
on workload characteristics.

As summarized above, the focus of the quantitative evaluation
concerned the DevOps-oriented load testing approaches. For the
domain-based scalability testing, we use operational profiles, e.g.,
from Wikipedia, scaled down to the TI capacity, obtaining an error
close to 0%. Overall, the degree of representativeness, including the
error on the workload characteristics, is a tradeoff against
DevOps-relevant factors such as test time, costs, and resource usage.

5 Less or equal 10% error on
data velocity/volume.

Data pipeline has 100% success rate on data velocity and volume
with respect to three different datasets, namely image datasets,
Twitter dataset and Sensor dataset over two demo applications, i.e.,
Thumbnail generation with data pipeline and File Transferred
between different Cloud Storage demo applications. Refer to this
deliverable. The performance analysis and load testing results of the
data pipeline applications over different demo applications are
depicted in Section 2.8.1.
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2.3 RADON IDE

Overview

The RADON IDE aims to support standard (web-based) development activities and to provide a
front-end for the interaction with the RADON framework by enabling the interaction with the
RADON tools and the access to the shared spaces of the RADON artifacts (i.e. RADON models).
In particular, the RADON IDE allows users to (i) manage the RADON workspaces with their
RADON modelling projects, (ii) manage the application blueprints enabling the invocation and use
of the RADON tools, (iii) start the deployment process of the applications on the production/testing
environment, and (iv) visualize the deployment and monitoring information on a browser window.

The RADON IDE has been realized on top of the Eclipse Che technology, a web-based3

development environment for multi-user usage, where developers can create applications without
the need to install any software on their local system. This development environment has been
customized by defining a new RADON devfile (i.e., a runtime configuration for workspaces) to
bootstrap a RADON workspace. In particular, the new Che stack defines the set of projects and
components (i.e., chePlugin and kubernetes containers), we have implemented and included in the
RADON devfile to realize the RADON workspace, according to the requirements.

The RADON IDE has been deployed on a Centos 7 Virtual Machine (VM) and on a Microsoft
Azure cloud platform.

Lab Validation and Results

The development was driven by a set of feature requirements that have been published and
managed in our open source GitHub repository , which can be summarized as follows:4

● Possibility to create a RADON workspace with a modeling project on it, providing access to
the shared repositories of RADON artifacts;

● Availability of the GMT to model application topologies;
● Availability of the Verification Tool, Decomposition Tool, Defect Prediction Tool, and the

Continuous Testing Tool, to verify CDL specifications on the RADON models, to optimize
the deployment of the applications, to find the defects on the Infrastructure as Code (IaC)
blueprints, and to test applications, respectively,

● Possibility to export the modelled application in TOSCA’s CSAR format for the
deployment;

● Possibility to start the deployment process of the CSAR by publishing it on the Template
Library and by means of the Delivery Toolchain;

● Possibility to visualize the deployment status and monitoring data on a browser window.

4 https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-ide/
3 https://www.eclipse.org/che/
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The validation activities for the RADON IDE focused on the functional validation of the
implementation and on the achievement of the KPIs summarized on Table 2.3.1 . The validation
activities and results are described in what follows.

Table 2.3.1: Achievements of KPIs for the RADON IDE.

KPI No Description Achievements

1 Tool’s releases. Achievement of >= 3 releases of
the integrated framework (alpha, beta and final)
according to the milestones defined within the
project.

Availability of the 3 releases alpha, beta and final
of the integrated framework at the expected period
(M18, M22, M27 respectively).  See D2.6 and
D2.7.

2 Support concurrent web-based development.
The RADON IDE supports >= 2 concurrent
web-based development teams.

Several users were able to create a RADON
workspace on the RADON IDE and to interact with
the RADON tools in a concurrent manner. See the
outreach activities reported in D7.6.

3 Tool’s integration. The RADON IDE provides
the integration of at least 4 of the RADON tools
as defined in D2.4

All the RADON tools have been integrated in the
final release of the RADON integrated framework.
See D2.7.

4 Support automatic installation. The RADON
IDE supports the process for the achievement of
100 % automated installation of the RADON
framework on cloud VMs.

The RADON IDE has been deployed in the
Microsoft Azure cloud platform. See D2.7 and
D2.5.

5 Support RADON users to execute RADON
workflows. The RADON IDE supports the
RADON users to successfully execute 4 out of 7
RADON workflows defined in D3.1.

The RADON IDE supports the users to  execute the
RADON workflows defined in D3.1. See D2.7.

6 Use of the tool on industrial use cases. The
RADON IDE is used on >=1 industrial use case
defined within the project.

The RADON IDE has been used by the three use
cases defined within the project as reported in this
document.

7 Customer satisfaction of at least 80%. The
RADON IDE supports RADON users on
development and modelling activities in a

We received a customer satisfaction of 86% from
the people (experts on development environments
but external to the project) we involved in a
cognitive walkthrough activity to measure the
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user-friendly manner ensuring at least 80% of
customer satisfaction.

RADON IDE usability. See the description
provided in the subsection Validation of customer
satisfaction.

Validation of Tool releases and Tool integration

To measure the Tool releases and Tool integration KPIs, we have verified that the alpha, beta and
final releases of the RADON IDE were successfully provided at the expected period (M18, M22,
M27). For each release, we checked that the envisioned features and tool integrations for the
milestone were achieved. In particular, for the final release, we checked that all the IDE functional
requirements were met and all the expected RADON tools integrated on it as described on the
deliverable D2.7.

Validation of concurrent web-based development

Concerning the KPI Support concurrent web-based development, we used the RADON IDE (the
one deployed on the Microsoft Azure platform) in outreach activities, such as workshops and
meetups where several users (>10) were able to use it and interact with the RADON tools on a
concurrent manner.

Validation of installation on the cloud

The KPI Support automated installation has been achieved by the deployment of the RADON IDE
on a cloud platform, in particular on the Microsoft Azure one. Thanks to the portability of the
RADON devfile (which provides a portable Infrastructure-as-Code definition), it was possible to
achieve the complete installation of the RADON integrated framework on a cloud platform.

Validation of RADON workflows support

For the KPI Support RADON users to execute RADON workflows, we have identified the set of
actions, discerned from the RADON IDE’s requirements (D2.2) and the RADON workflows
(D3.1), and we successfully tested that a RADON user is able to perform following actions: (i)
create a RADON workspace providing to the RADON user access to the shared repositories of
RADON artifacts and enabling interaction with the RADON tools, (ii) model oan application by
means of the GMT; (iii) edit CDL specifications for a RADON model and verify them by means of
the VT; (iv) optimize a RADON model by means of the DT; (v) verify defects of an (ansible) IaC
script by means of the DPT; (vi) create and execute tests by means of the CTT; (vii) export into the
workspace the modeled application in the CSAR format for deployment; (viii) start the deployment
process for a selected CSAR by means of the xOpera SaaS orchestrator or by triggering a CI/CD
pipeline on a Jenkins server, and (ix) visualization of the deployment and monitoring results on a
browser window connecting to the xOpera SaaS and Monitoring Tool dashboards, respectively.
Therefore, the RADON IDE supports the users to  execute the RADON workflows defined in D3.1.

Validation of the use on the industrial use cases
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Concerning the KPI, Use of the tool on industrial use cases we verified that the RADON IDE has
been used by the three industrial use cases during the development and evaluation of the RADON
tools.

Validation of customer satisfaction

Finally, to measure the Customer satisfaction our focus was to validate the usability of the RADON
IDE to verify if a user can interact, more or less easily, with the RADON tools integrated within the
development environment, in order to model and orchestrate serverless applications. For this
purpose we adopted the Cognitive Walkthrough approach. This approach is designed to see whether
or not a user can easily carry out tasks within a given system and it is based on the definition of the
tasks that the user would be expected to carry out. The tasks are divided up into a single process to
follow and the cognitive walkthrough will examine the usability for these tasks. In particular, a
cognitive walkthrough validation is based on the following parts:

● Identify the user goal to examine;
● Identify the tasks to accomplish that goal;
● Document the experience while completing the tasks.

According to this approach, to validate the RADON IDE usability a set of user goals (compliant
with the RADON workflows) have been defined. In particular, these user goals have been
formalized in 11 tasks characterized by a set of steps that must be performed by the user to
accomplish the goal. Three experts on development environments (but externals to the RADON
project) have been involved in this validation activity and we asked them to answer, for each task,
to the following 5 questions (four of these questions are the ones defined in [BPK+02]):

● Will the user try and achieve the right outcome?
● Will the user notice that the correct action is available to them?
● Will the user associate the correct action with the effect that the user is trying to achieve?
● If the correct action is performed, will the user see that progress is being made toward the

solution of the task?
● Were you able to complete the step?

During the execution of the task’s steps, the assessor documented the experience by answering the
questions with Yes or No. Moreover, in some cases, he/she also added an explanation of the answer.
Looking at the results of the performed cognitive walkthrough, we have counted the number of
“Yes” responses on the overall questions provided by each involved user and we have calculated the
percentage of customer satisfaction (i.e., the level of usability they perceived). These results are
reported in Table 2.3.2.
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Table 2.3.2: Number of “Yes” and “No” responses from the cognitive walkthrough.

“Yes” responses “No” responses Satisfaction (%)

User 1 199 11 95%

User 2 187 23 89%

User 3 156 54 74%

Even if the expected level of usability has been achieved, we received feedback from the assessors
that can be taken into consideration to improve usability aspects. In particular, as reported in Table
2.3.3, the main feedbacks are related to the following aspects:

● Emphasize some graphic elements to better interact with the integrated RADON tools (e.g.,
buttons to open editors and/or execute functionalities);

● Improve the feedbacks provided by the system to inform the user of the task status;
● In some cases, improve the result windows.

Table 2.3.3: Feedback received by the users during the cognitive walkthrough.

RADON tool Feedback

RADON IDE The RADON stack is a key element. It would be better to emphasize the card to simply put
it on top of the other on the “Get started” page.

RADON IDE To prepare the RADON Stack tooks a long time. Maybe instead of a simple “loading” an
alternative text like “it could take a few minutes” would be better to avoid the perception
that the operation froze.

GMT I wouldn't have noticed the button “Open Editor” in the tab “Topology Template”.

GMT I wasn’t sure to have successfully created a service template because not visible on the
page #1 (he/she had to browse to page #3 to find the new service template). It would be
better to sort by name or date of the services).

GMT I tried to edit the name of a new service template with a space and I got a 404 error. It
would be better to add a validator on the field or at least a note reporting valid/invalid
chars.

GMT If the "template editor" is a key element I would put it near the “delete”, “open in IDE”,
etc., buttons.

GMT Concerning relationships between nodes, I had to do a few tries before understanding that
the relationship had to be “dragged” instead of simply “clicked”.

VT I could find the “Verify” entry only while right-clicking on the .cdl file name, but, usually,
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the contextual menu is shown even if you right-click in the opened file itself.

VT To check the progress I have to explicitly open the output panel.

DT I could find the “Decompose” entry only while right-clicking on the .tosca file name, but,
usually, the contextual menu is shown even if you right-click in the opened file itself.

DT To check the progress I have to explicitly open the output panel.

DT Maybe the DT output window should open automatically after the  "Decompose" option is
selected

DT Maybe some feedback to the user, notifying that the decomposition has successfully (or
also not) been performed, should be foreseen.

DPT I have noticed a "Activating radon-h2020 Defect Predictor" notice on the bar at the bottom.
Not easily visible, another kind of feedback could be preferable. The progress icon near the
"Activating radon-h2020 Defect Predictor" notice keeps on moving, so I do not know if the
detection task is completed.

CTT The CTT output window opens automatically after selecting "RadonCTT: Execute test
configuration" and two windows appear: the first disappears too quickly to be able to see
what it is intended to communicate and the second shows "CTT Test execution started".

xOpera SaaS Concerning the “Deploy project” option  I had no clear perception of the running task
status.

2.4 Graphical Modeling Tool

Overview

The Graphical Modeling Tool (GMT) provides a usability layer on top to maintain your TOSCA
YAML files in a graphical and intuitive user interface. It provides a graphical web-editor, which
enables creating and maintaining all necessary TOSCA entities. Thereby, it stores all TOSCA
entities in a defined folder structure that fosters the reusability while validating and storing all
TOSCA entities in the syntax defined by the standard. Further, the graph-based representation of
TOSCA topologies provides a quick overview of the entire system and offers a communication
basis for the cooperation with other parties. It offers a quicker introduction to modeling with
TOSCA and provides newcomers with necessary guidelines.

For operational purposes, the GMT exposes a REST API over HTTP that can be used by other tools
for integration or to automate processes. Moreover, the tool is able to generate the required
blueprints for consumption by TOSCA orchestrators, such as xOpera.
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Lab Validation and Results

The development was driven by a rich set of feature requirements that have been published and
managed in our open source GitHub repository , which can be summarized as follows:5

1. Ability to support TOSCA Simple Profile version 1.3 in YAML
2. Ability to reuse TOSCA modeling entities from public repositories
3. Ability to create and publish additional TOSCA modeling entities
4. Ability to compose TOSCA blueprints graphically in a syntax-agnostic manner
5. Ability to import/export TOSCA CSAR files to foster collaboration

The validation activities for the GMT focused on the functional validation of the implementation.
GMT was published based on two milestones, first one after the first year and the second towards
the end of the second year of the project (more details can be found in the public deliverable 4.5
and 4.6). For each milestone, we conducted a set of lab experiments based on demo lab
applications. These applications have been defined and developed in collaboration with the other
project partners. For our own validation activities, we mainly used three demo applications for
which we composed executable TOSCA deployment models: (i) an image processing application
that creates thumbnails of images stored in an object storage cloud service, (ii) a todo-list
application that exposes a public API while each HTTP operation is implemented by FaaS shown in
Figure 2.4.1, and (iii) a container-based microservice application, provisioned to a virtual machine
in the cloud. Furthermore, other tools rely on GMT to compose suitable models for their validation
activities.

The functional validation showed that based on a set of reusable modeling entities provided by the
public RADON Template Library (RADON Particles; the repository containing the reusable
modeling entities to compose RADON models based on TOSCA) users may utilize GMT’s
Topology Modeler to graphically compose TOSCA service templates. On top of that, the lab
validation activities showed that by exporting the modeled TOSCA service templates as CSAR
files, users may successfully execute them using xOpera (RADON Orchestrator).

All developed TOSCA service templates and its TOSCA entity types have been published in our
public and open source Template Library (RADON Particles). This shows that by using GMT, users
are able to design and create TOSCA modeling types, which in turn can be published into
RADON’s public Template Library. Further, it shows that users can attach TOSCA implementations
artifacts (Ansible Playbooks) to TOSCA node types to make them executable, either by uploading
respective files or referencing them by an URL. By using or creating respective RADON Particles
(TOSCA modeling entities, e.g., node types, relationship types, and policy types) users may model
any kind of application deployment employing the TOSCA cloud modeling language.

5 https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-gmt
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Figure 2.4.1: Graphical representation by GMT of a ~300 LOC TOSCA service template.

In addition to the lab validation activities for the GMT milestones, other partners used and
indirectly validated GMT throughout the project to compose TOSCA service templates or create
and publish new TOSCA entity types. For example, the image processing demo application
(thumbnail generation) has been implemented and modeled for the use on cloud providers and FaaS
platforms, e.g., on AWS, Azure, and Google Cloud. Further, several new TOSCA node types have
been developed and validated using GMT to model data pipeline deployments, e.g., based on the
Apache Nifi. On top of that, during cross-project collaboration activities, GMT has been used to
create and publish TOSCA node types to model high-performance computing (HPC) applications
as well as TOSCA node types to utilize edge devices for FaaS deployments (OpenFaaS running on
a RaspberryPi based Kubernetes cluster).

Apart from TOSCA node types, during the project GMT has been used to develop, validate, and
publish further TOSCA entity types, such as TOSCA policy types and custom TOSCA data types.
Custom data types have been developed for deployment optimizations based on the RADON
decomposition tool. It implements a model-driven approach to deployment optimization based on
layered queueing networks (LQNs). To apply this approach to a TOSCA model, several custom
TOSCA data types have been introduced and incorporated into the modeling profile to specify (i)
open or closed workloads, and (ii) performance requirements, e.g. the maximum response time.

In the context of continuous testing, several TOSCA policy types have been defined to model
automated test cases in TOSCA models. To support continuous testing of RADON Models, the
RADON Modeling Profile must provide the possibility to define test-related requirements apart
from representing the application’s components. During the project, GMT has been used to (i)
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model the respective test infrastructures using TOSCA service templates and (ii) defining test
requirements for modeled applications in the form of TOSCA policies and policy type that carry the
semantic to execute certain test cases, e.g., a JMeter load test. Table 2.4.1 summarizes the
achievements of KPIs for the graphical modeling tool. The models and definitions described in the
table are available as GitHub repositories .6 7

Table 2.4.1: Achievements of KPIs for the graphical modeling tool.

KPI No Description Achievements

1 Support for >=4 target FaaS platforms in
the modelling environment

GMT supports modeling functions on AWS Lambda, Azure
Functions, Google Cloud Functions, and OpenFaaS. More
information can be found in the deliverables D4.3 and D4.4.

2 Ability to model >=3 microservice
architecture examples

As examples published via RADON Particles, GMT
supports modeling a containerized Sockshop deployment ,
FaaS-based ToDoList application, and containerized HPC
application modeled during the cross-project validation.
More information can be found in the deliverables D2.5,
D3.5, D4.3, and D4.4.

3 Ability to model >=3 data pipeline
examples

Multiple examples for data pipelines are available via
RADON Particles, including AWS EMR example, Azure
Blob Data Pipeline example, and SFTP Data Pipeline
example. More information can be found in the deliverables
D5.5 and D5.6.

4 Ability to model applications consisting
of >=20 components

The models representing the EFI/PRQ (Managed DevOps)
use case and the HPC use case modeled during the
cross-project validation comprise more than 20 components.
More information can be found in the deliverable D2.5 and
Section 4.3.3.1 of this document.

5 Ability to export TOSCA compliant
application blueprints

GMT supports exporting TOSCA-compliant CSARs which
can be successfully processed by the RADON Orchestrator.
More information can be found in the deliverable D4.6.

2.5 Decomposition Tool

Overview

The decomposition tool is present to help RADON users in finding the optimal decomposition
solution for an application based on the microservices architectural style and the serverless FaaS
paradigm. It can be used in four different scenarios: (i) deployment optimization, (ii) architecture

7 https://github.com/RADON-SODALITE/hybrid-compute-profile
6 https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-particles
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decomposition, (iii) accuracy enhancement and (iv) interference-aware assignment. The validation
of the tool is carried out for each of these usage scenarios on a set of pre-defined KPIs. In
particular, we have introduced a new KPI to cover interference-aware assignment, an additional
usage scenario supported recently.

Lab Validation and Results

Table 2.5.1 summarizes the achievements of KPIs for the decomposition tool. The list includes an
additional KPI that we have defined for the interference-aware reassignment feature. The
underlying approach of each feature as well as the corresponding validation activities and results
are described in what follows.

Table 2.5.1: Achievements of KPIs for the decomposition tool.

KPI No Description Achievements

1 Ability to decompose RADON models for
≥ 4 examples, each with a different
architectural objective.

The architecture decomposition capability of the tool has
been validated on 2 mock applications as well as
minimum product and storage service from the ENG use
case, which covers 3 different architectural objectives:
coarse-grained, fine-grained and complete decomposition.

2 Ability to optimize a given RADON model
consisting of ≥ 8 serverless functions.

The deployment optimization capability of the tool has
been validated on thumbnail generation and mock
applications derived from it (consisting of up to 8
serverless functions) as well as routes calculator and NLP
pipeline from the ATC use case.

3 Ability to enhance the accuracy of
performance annotations in a given
RADON model with ≤ 10% error.

The tool has integrated a moment-based method for
response time distribution analysis. It can now return
specified performance measures after deployment
optimization, and the prediction error for mean response
times is less than 10%. A regression-based method has
also been integrated into the tool for service time
estimation of serverless functions.

4 Ability to predict the job completion time
for interference-aware assignment with >
90% accuracy.

The neural network-based approach shows more than
90% accuracy in predicting the completion time for two
jobs and saves considerable time in training the model for
more than two jobs. It can easily be generalized to cover
unforeseen workload combinations. An integer linear
program is solved with predictions from the neural
network to find the optimal job assignment for the
microservices.
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Feature 1: architecture decomposition

The decomposition tool can be used to generate the decomposition solution for a monolithic or
microservice application by analyzing functional dependencies among the interfaces and applying
appropriate architectural design patterns. D3.3 has documented details of the architecture
decomposition approach implemented by the tool.

To validate the KPI for this feature, a simple monolith and a simple microservice are devised as
decomposition examples. The other two examples are chosen from the ENG use case: the minimum
product of the SARA application and its storage service. We have created abstract RADON models
for these examples and feed them into the decomposition tool. Table 2.5.2 reports the experiment
results for coarse-grained decomposition, which clusters operations into different microservices and
is thus evaluated in terms of the well-known F1 Score. The experiment results for fine-grained
decomposition are reported in Table 2.5.3. Since the decomposition tool refactors a microservice by
mechanically mapping each operation onto a serverless function, fine-grained decomposition is
evaluated through a questionnaire based on the technology acceptance model.

Table 2.5.2: Experiment results for coarse-grained decomposition.

Application Number of Microservices Number of Operations F1 Score

Actual Expected Suitable Total

Simple Monolith 2 2 6 6 100.0%

Minimum Product 3 4 15 18 90.9%

Table 2.5.3: Experiment results for fine-grained decomposition.

Application Number of Functions Number of Object Storages Verdict

Actual Expected Actual Expected

Simple Microservice 3 3 1 1 Good

Storage Service 10 10 1 1 Good

Feature 2: deployment optimization

In this scenario, the decomposition tool is used to obtain the optimal deployment scheme for a
serverless application, minimizing the operating costs on the target cloud platform under the
performance requirements. Details of the deployment optimization approach implemented by the
tool can be found in D3.2.
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The deployment optimization feature has initially been validated on a RADON thumbnail
generation application and mock applications derived from it. We further apply this feature to two
more examples from the ATC use case: routes calculator and NLP pipeline. The former has a
similar topology to that of the thumbnail generation application except that the Lambda function
(routes_calculator) accesses the Google Map Direction service, while the latter comprises a chain of
two Lambda functions (ner and pos) connected through an intermediate S3 bucket. Tables 2.5.4,
2.5.5 and 2.5.6 report the benchmarking, optimization and load testing results for the routes
calculator and NLP pipeline applications, respectively. It can be seen that the performance
requirements are strictly satisfied by the optimal deployments and the relative errors of the
corresponding predictions are less than 10%, which are consistent with the previous validation
results.

Table 2.5.4: Benchmarking results for the routes calculator and NLP pipeline applications.

Application Data Set Size Function
Memory

Function
Concurrency

Relative
Error

Confidence
Level

Routes Calculator 500 384/512 MB 1 5% 99%

NLP Pipeline 850 256/768 MB

Table 2.5.5: Optimization results for the routes calculator and NLP pipeline applications.

Application Function Memory Concurrency

Routes Calculator routes_calculator 384 MB 6

NLP Pipeline ner 512 MB 41

pos 576 MB 15

Table 2.5.6: Load testing results for the routes calculator and NLP pipeline applications.

Application Requirement Measured
Value

Predicted
Value

Relative
Error

Routes Calculator RT of routes_calculator ≤ 5 s 0.345 s 0.319 s 8.2%

NLP Pipeline Total RT of ner and pos ≤ 5 s 4.960 s 4.529 s 9.5%

Feature 3: accuracy enhancement

The layered queueing network (LQN) solver in LINE now has a new method “Moment3”, which is
able to take into account the end-to-end response time distribution and the delay of certain service
classes upon solving the optimization model. The method returns the 90th, 95th and 99th percentile
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values of the calculated distribution so that the designers can know the expected delay will be less
than a score with 90% (or 95% 99%) probability.

The response time of an entry re is the sum of entry service time se and the calls waiting time, that is

where θ is the set of all entries, nef denotes the mean number of requests sent from the entry e to f,
and wef is the waiting time of the entry e when it requests service from the entry f. Meanwhile, wef is
the response time of the entry f and can be calculated by reusing the above equation. The LINE
solver uses Fluid-based method to approximate duration time distribution in a queueing network
and returns its discrete CDF points. The first three moments are calculated from points and used to
generate Phase-Type (PH) fitted distribution through moment matching. PH is the distribution of
time to absorption in finite CTMC and it has been proved to be able to fit a wide range of
distributions.

The distribution is uniquely determined by the pair (α, T), where α is the initial probability vector
and T is the state transition matrix. The fitted distributions are for the Activity entities. The
dependencies between the distinct Activities, Entries and Tasks are analyzed and the underlying
distributions are convolved according to the topology of LQN. The convolution is executed based
on PH closure property: if Xi～PH(αi, Ti), Xj～PH(αj, Tj) are statistically independent, then Xi+Xj～

PH(α, T) with

The convolution is repeated automatically until the PH(α, T) expression for the target entry is
obtained. For an input LQN mode, each entry’s response time distribution is calculated and saved as
a MATLAB object. In addition, the CDF points are produced in the range of (0, μ+10σ) and saved
in the cell where the final percentile values are extracted.

The PH convolution is able to characterize the interested distributions with high accuracy. Because
of the concrete mathematical property (the Phase-type family is closed under the convolution
operation), the PH convolution will keep the convolved mean value exactly the same as the sum of
mean values of all fluid distributions, and give the moments information accurately. For example, in
RADON thumbnail generation application, the end-to-end response time of the optimized model
has mean 10.47 and squared coefficient of variation (SCV) 0.98 by simulation, while the Moment3
method gives 10.58 and 0.89. The relative errors for mean and SCV are less than 0.05%.

The Moment3 method has been integrated into the decomposition tool. As shown in the following
figure, the user can specify performance requirements using TOSCA performance policy type such
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as MeanResponseTime, then the tool will return the three percentile values (5.742, 7.368, 11.129)
of its response time distribution.

Figure 2.5.1: Output of the decomposition tool for deployment optimization.

For the monitoring of complex cloud-based applications, there is a need for a different set of tools
and methods such as distributed tracing. These systems allow us to capture the dynamics of a
request by capturing relevant metadata of all the services used in the architecture. For Amazon
Lambda functions, AWS X-Ray provides a seamless distributed tracing tool that captures the
information regarding the Lambda and the function’s service. Among the information recorded
there is the arrival and departure time (including the time spent in the queue), which are useful in
order to recreate the dynamics of the queue for a specific interval of time, and the response time.

Being able to access the dynamics of the queue and the response time is essential in order to
perform a regression-based demand estimation as explained in D3.2. In this technique, the
regression is performed using the mean average response times and the mean average queue length
by splitting the monitoring interval [0, T] into n equidistant windows for which we obtain the
desired quantities. The data extraction process, integration and regression are performed in the
Decomposition tool and as an example, in Figure 2.5.2 the service demand estimation of one of the
functions involved in a NLP process (named “nerf”) called by 4 users in a closed network is
displayed.
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Figure 2.5.2: Regression-based demand estimation.

Feature 4: interference-aware assignment

The goal of the prediction model is to establish the completion time prediction error. The tool
collects profiling data for single and two jobs, then predicts the completion times when two or four
jobs run simultaneously in the system. Thus, the prediction method works without any need for
measurement from executions with four jobs; everything is predicted using only the profiling data
and the neural networks model.

● Neural Networks: backpropagation and conjugate gradient are used for training.
● Feature Selection: In the current version, we use hyperthreading, CPU nice, RunQ,

throughput, and type of benchmarks as input features to the neural networks for training
purposes.

The results of the proposed methodology are depicted in Figures 2.5.3 and 2.5.4 below.

Figure 2.5.3: Test of the proposed model against two jobs.

The R value after training the neural networks model is 98% in predicting the completion time of
two jobs. The goal is to generalize the tool to cover more than two jobs.
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Figure 2.5.4: Test of  the proposed model for 4 jobs against three other methods: queueing theory,
operational analysis and no model.

Figure 2.5.4 shows a comparison against other three well-known methods: Queueing theory,
operational analysis, and no model [LZG+84]. The proposed solution significantly outperforms
other methods by achieving 10% for mean percentage error compared with queueing theory,
operational analysis, and no model, which achieve 22%, 58%, and 68%, respectively.

The proposed tool not only predicts completion time for two jobs with high accuracy, but also saves
considerable time in training the model to predict time for more than two jobs and can easily be
generalized to cover unforeseen workload combinations.

In order to decide the optimal allocation of microservices to hosts, we have considered the
following optimization problem:

Minimum Set Covering: Given a universe U of elements and a family S of n subsets of U whose
union equals the universe and where each subset Si is assigned a weight wi, in the minimum set
covering problem we are asked to find subfamily C of S whose union equals the universe and the
total weight is minimised.

In an instance of the set covering problem, we assume that each set contains different microservices
that interfere with each other and that need to run on the host server. We further assume that the
weight of each set is the level of latency interference. The goal is to select the sets containing all the
microservices that need to be run in the server and whose total weight (i.e., total interference is
minimised).
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We next introduce a variable xi for each set Si, which is set to 1 if the subset Si is selected and 0
otherwise. Then the set covering problem can be expressed by the following integer linear program
(ILP):

Due to the fact that set covering is an intractable problem (NP-hard), we consider an approximation
algorithm to solve the problem efficiently, as shown below:

We have run the ILP of the set covering problem on different settings with the number of variables
given in the input of the problem ranging from 250 to 2000 variables. As can be seen from the
diagram in Figure 2.5.5, the running time of the ILP is just a few seconds for a reasonable number
of variables. For the input given by the verification tool, the running time is less than a second.

Since the number of variables of the ILP passed from the Neural Network is approximately 132, we
can conclude from Table 2.5.7 that the running time of the ILP will be less than a second even if we
solve it optimally.

Table 2.5.7: ILP and heuristic running times with respect to the number of variables.

Number of Variables ILP Time (s) Heuristic Time (s)

250 0.17 0.29

500 20 0.67

1000 300 1.78

1500 2685 3.44
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2000 7200 5.51

Figure 2.5.5: Running times of the ILP and the heuristic with respect to the number of variables.

As can be seen in Table 2.5.8, the cost saving ratio of the ILP compared to random allocation of
jobs to hosts is massive and above 99% in all the experiments.

Table 2.5.8: Cost Saving Ratio of the ILP against a random allocation algorithm with respect to the number
of variables.

Number of Variables Cost Saving Ratio

250 99.8020%

500 99.9037%

1000 99.9446%

1500 99.9622%

2000 99.9717%

2.6 Defect Prediction Tool

2.6.1 Overview

The defect prediction tool leverages Machine Learning to ensure the software quality of
infrastructure code (IaC) with the purpose of supporting its maintenance and evolution. Given an
unseen IaC script, the tool classifies it as failure-prone or neutral with respect to the defect the
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model is trained to detect. Software Developers and Ops Engineers can rely on such models to
further analyze and eventually refactor Ansible and TOSCA blueprints to make them more
comprehensible and maintainable.

Our validation aims to evaluate to what extent the defect prediction tool can forecast defects in IaC,
developed in Ansible and TOSCA. The initial part of our validation is reported in a recent paper ,8

where we have evaluated to what extent supervised models are trained on product, process, and
IaC-specific metrics and can be used to find defects in Ansible code. In the following, we gathered
our attention to unsupervised learning methods to detect violation of design principles (i.e., code
smells) in TOSCA.

2.6.2 Lab Validation and Results

Table 2.6.1 summarizes the achievements of KPIs for the decomposition tool. The underlying
approach of each feature as well as the corresponding validation activities and results are described
as  follows.

Table 2.6.1: Achievements of KPIs for the decomposition tool.

KPI No Description Achievements

1 At least 2 IaC languages covered The Defect Prediction tool supports two IaC
languages: Ansible and TOSCA. The new
achieved feature is reported in the second defect
prediction tool deliverable (i.e., D3.7).
Furthermore, we provided in D2.5, some
guidelines to extend the tool to support additional
languages (IaC-related or not).

2 Up to 5 IaC defect types The current implementation predicts five defect
types, namely (i) conditional, (ii) configuration
data, (iii) dependency, (iv) service, and (v) general.
However, the framework allows developers to
design violations that they would like to avoid in
their codebase. The details are reported in the
second defect prediction tool deliverable (i.e.,
D3.7).

8 Dalla Palma, Stefano, et al. "Within-Project Defect Prediction of Infrastructure-as-Code Using Product and Process
Metrics." IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering (2021).
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Figure 2.6.1: Pipeline of the smell detector based on unsupervised learning

The figure above gives a schematic overview of the final pipeline used to obtain the
best-performing model for the clustering smell detector. As input, the pipeline requires a set of
source code measurements applicable as features for model training, which were calculated upon a
set of TOSCA blueprints. First, we balanced the training set instances to ensure the number of
smelly and sound blueprints is equal. Then, we trained a model for each configuration, consisting of
four preprocessing decisions, a clustering algorithm, and a distance function, resulting in 320
trained models for smell to evaluate. We selected the best configurations based on a systematic
assessment of multiple performance indicators. The output of the pipeline consists of a clustering
model, the information about the configuration used, and a comprehensive set of performance
indicators for the model in question.
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Considered Code Smells

Among the code smells supported by our tool, we have considered three code smells: Duplicated
Blocks, Too Many Attributes, and Large Class.

Duplicate Blocks, also known as code clones, are fragments of code with high similarity. It can be
either an exact copy of a code fragment or a syntactically identical copy where only, for example,
variable names differ. Copying code can increase development speed, especially during
experimental development. However, code clones or duplicate blocks are considered harmful as
they make maintenance more difficult and indicate poor quality of the code. Previous work
identified these smells as code blocks similar to more than a certain threshold in terms of characters
that occur more than once in a script. Based on this definition, we have denoted this smell for
TOSCA as very similar code blocks that could be abstracted and reused.

Too Many Attributes was derived by Schwarz et al. , which combined the ideas of Long Parameter9

List and Speculative Generality, defined by Fowler , and recommended not to use attributes10

excessively. They argue that excessive usage could lead to unnecessary complexity and an increase
in the required effort for code maintenance. Fowler advises limiting the number of passed
parameters trying to preserve the object these parameters were pulled from or create a new object
for parameters that often occur together. Speculative Generality occurs when code handles
exceptional cases and future functionality, which is not required at the moment. This unnecessary
code makes the program often harder to understand and maintain.

Large Class, also known as God Class, concerns abstractions that are not entirely decomposed,
where further decomposition could reduce the size, implementation complexity, or both. Operations
and classes should have a harmonious size; both size extremities should be avoided. This smell is
characterized by vast classes, surrounded by many data classes, which act as a controller that takes
most of the decisions, monopolizes the software's functionality, and is characterized by low
cohesion. In IaC, it is a service that possesses various public interface operations related to different
domains or entities.

Dataset Collection

To conduct the analyses, we require a set of TOSCA YAML service templates (i.e., blueprints) that
represent the current usage of TOSCA. To obtain this representative data set, we reviewed two data
sources with open access for TOSCA blueprints.

10 M. Fowler, Refactoring: improving the design of existing code. Addison-Wesley Professional, 2018.

9 J. Schwarz, A. Steffens, and H. Lichter, “Code smells in infrastruc-ture as code,” in 2018 11th International
Conference on the Quality of Information and Communications Technology (QUATIC). IEEE, 2018, pp. 220–228.
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First, the official OASIS TOSCA website contained a wiki page that lists known TOSCA
implementations. We reviewed these implementations and selected those that contained at least a
blueprint, obtaining 10 code repositories.

Afterward, we mined GitHub. Previous studies on code analysis showed that GitHub is a rich data
source. We used the radon-h2020/radon-repositories-collector automated crawler to obtain11

relevant repositories from March 27th, 2014, to March 31st, 2020, using the same procedure
applied in the initial validation. We considered a repository relevant if the token "TOSCA" was part
of its repository title or description. In this way, we obtained 39 additional repositories (i.e., 49
repositories in total).

We cloned all repositories and filtered only TOSCA files, represented by the extensions .yml,
.yaml, and .tosca. Please consider that we discarded TOSCA blueprints using the deprecated XML
structure. Due to TOSCA's relatively recent introduction, its development status, and limited
available resources, we suspected the presence of duplicated blueprints. For example, developers
could have forked repositories without modifications. Therefore, we computed the cosine similarity
scores for each possible pair of blueprints and preserved only one blueprint of those for which this
value was equal to one. Finally, we manually validated the remaining blueprints and removed those
non-parseable or too simple. To this end, we computed several TOSCA-specific metrics similar to
those used in the previous initial validation. We discarded the blueprints for which the number of
nodes and imports was equal to zero.

Assessing all blueprints was not feasible; therefore, we retrieved a statistically significant sample
representing the total population of blueprints with a 95% confidence level and a 5% margin of
error. Afterward, we kept analyzing instances until we obtained a sufficient number of smelly
instances to train the models. Specifically, we analyzed 685 instances to obtain 130, 108, and 136
smelly instances for Duplicate Blocks, Too Many Attributes, and Large Class.

Algorithm Selection

We have selected the unsupervised methods to apply based on two conditions. First, we needed
algorithms where we could enforce the number of clusters to two. Indeed, we were not interested in
the best possible number of clusters but rather the ability to cluster smelly and non-smelly
blueprints. Secondly, we only considered renowned, highly used, and proven-effective clustering
algorithms to ensure an easy operationalization for practitioners. We selected four algorithms based
on these requirements: Hierarchical Agglomerative clustering, K-Medoids clustering, Gaussian
Mixture Models, and Spectral clustering.

11 https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-repositories-collector
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Distance Function Customization

For each configuration, we had to select the function to compute the distance between the data
points. Generally, this factor has a high impact on clustering performance. Furthermore, the default
Euclidean distance for numerous clustering algorithms might not be applicable for this research as
it assumes continuous data. By evaluating multiple distance functions, preselected on their
underlying assumptions, the researchers exploited the impact on the clustering performance, caused
by the distance function. Out of the four selected clustering algorithms, hierarchical-agglomerative,
K-medoids, and spectral clustering allowed an alternative distance matrix as the input matrix. We
have selected three distance functions, each with specific advantages regarding this research:
Bray-Curtis, Cosine, Manhattan. Please consider that we used their default distance for the
algorithms that do not allow for customizing this parameter.

Performance Evaluation

As we modeled many configurations, we needed some metrics to evaluate them correctly.
Therefore, we crafted an automated pipeline to systematically evaluate clustering performance in
terms of internal validity, external validity, and stability. Internal performance measures evaluate
the clustering result in itself, i.e., the density and the separateness of found clusters, whereas
external measures evaluate the clustering result using the ground truth.

In particular, we have used the Silhouette Coefficient, Calinski-Harabasz Index, and
Davies-Bouldin Index. Concerning external measures, we applied precision, Matthews Correlation
Coefficient (MCC), and the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI).

Stability evaluation is a meta-principle that can be applied to any basic clustering algorithm. We
consider a cluster stable on the provided data set when a clustering model applied to several
samplings of the data set, representing the original structure, obtains similar results. If the stability
property holds, we can exclude with a certain degree of certainty that the result was not obtained by
'accident'. Please consider that in our models, the number of clusters is preset to two. Therefore, we
determined the stability for k=2 using the von Luxburg method . As some specific configurations12

depend heavily on the initialization of the algorithm (e.g., K-Medoids), the initial model C1 could
obtain poor performance. We repeated the method three times or until a mean ARI of 0.9 was
obtained to mitigate this initialization issue. Please recall that the best possible Adjusted Rand
Index Score is 1.0. Therefore, a high resulting mean ARI indicates that the configuration assessed
produced stable clusterings on different subsets of the data.

12 Von Luxburg, U. (2010). Clustering stability: an overview.
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Lab Validation Results

Figure 2.6.2: Results achieved using several configurations

Figure 2.6.2 provides an overview of the obtained performance measurement scores for each
configuration, used for the score. Each subfigure reflects one performance measurement and
contains a colored line for each smell.

All high-performing configurations exclude outliers from the data set. Furthermore, few of the
best-performing models apply some dimensionality reduction steps. 13 out of the 15 top
configurations used Gaussian Mixture Model. 9 out of the 15 top configurations adopt sparse
clustering. Only one configuration excluded correlated instances. Finally, no best configuration
applies Principal Component Analysis, and all exclude outliers.

For Duplicate Blocks, we have observed that the internal performance measurements balanced
between 0.4 and 0.8 in terms of the Silhouette Coefficient, indicating that the data is clusterable to
some extent. The best configuration denotes an MCC of 0.47, which can be interpreted as an
average to a strong positive relationship between the ground truth and the cluster labels. This
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configuration can distinguish Duplicate Blocks with a stability score of 0.96, which means that the
created model can reproduce and maintain its performance for different subsets of the data. The best
obtained ARI score is 0.27, which was rather low. However, please consider that this internal
measure should be considered along with other indicators. Overall, the model clearly indicates that
clustering can be applied for Duplicate Blocks detection.

Concerning Too Many Arguments, we obtained Silhouette Scores between 0.5 and 0.9,
Calinski-Harabasz Indexes between 400 and 870, and Davies-Bouldin Indexes between 0.3 and 0.8.
The best configuration overall is not the one obtaining the best internal performance but with the
highest stability. This model achieved 0.49 MCC compared to 0.40 obtained by the model
achieving the best internal performance. Among the best configurations, the only one not based on
Gaussian Mixture with Spherical configuration assigned all blueprints to a cluster, making it
useless. This result confirms the importance of considering the correct metrics for external
performance assessment. It is worth noting that the best model for Too Many Arguments has a
similar configuration and similar results to the one built for Duplicate Blocks, but excluding sparse
instances, showing that the former can be distinguished using clustering.

Looking at Large Class, all performance measurements tend to be relatively stable over the
configurations, except for one configuration. The best performing configuration for Large Class
denoted a stability score of 0.94 with an MCC of 0.41 and an ARI of 0.22. In contrast, the
Silhouette Score of 0.57, Calinski-Harabasz Index of 430.5, Davies-Bouldin Index of 0.75, and
Precision of 0.58 were on the lower end of the spectrum. As indicated before, there tends to be a
tradeoff between internal and external performance measurements. However, we can observe that
more emphasis on external measurements frequently resulted in higher cluster stability, which is
essential for the usefulness of the model.

Our findings show that clustering based on source code measurements could identify groups with a
higher smell occurrence. The clustering-based detector performed significantly better than the
rule-based detector for two of the three investigated smells in MCC and precision. Compared to our
previous study, the performance was relatively lower. Hence, practitioners should be careful when13

using the detector in a professional environment. As one of the main contributions, we showed that
unsupervised learning based on source code measurements is promising for configuration smell
detection, and we pave future work in this field.

2.7 RADON Orchestrator

Overview

The RADON orchestrator enables deployment of applications that are defined within TOSCA
CSARs. The tool keeps the information about the current state of the deployment and makes
applications maintainable through all phases of the application lifecycle, from installing the

13 Dalla Palma, Stefano, et al. "Within-Project Defect Prediction of Infrastructure-as-Code Using Product and Process
Metrics." IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering (2021).
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application into the runtime environment and all the way to its destruction. This includes operations
such as validation and compliance checks, initialization, deployment, partial redeployments, scaling
and undeployment.

The orchestrator itself is represented by an open source xOpera orchestration tool called opera,
which is the main part of the xOpera ecosystem that includes tools like xOpera CLI, API, SaaS
component or Template Publishing Service (TPS). The figure below encompasses the set of xOpera
components and their connections to the orchestrator.

Figure 2.7.1. xOpera components.

The xOpera orchestrator aims to be a lightweight orchestrator compliant with OASIS TOSCA (the14

current compliance is with the TOSCA Simple Profile in YAML v1.3 ), which primarily enables15

orchestration of automated tasks within cloud applications for different cloud providers for instance
AWS, Azure, GCP or OpenFaaS. The orchestrator implements the TOSCA standard by using the
popular Ansible automation tool to link TOSCA interface operations to corresponding Ansible16

playbooks that carry out the necessary actions.

The tool currently resides on GitHub in the xopera-opera repository and is regularly distributed as17

a Python package (published on PyPI , so it can be easily installed into a virtual environment and18

used as a CLI tool). The usage has been extended with the xOpera API and Software as a Service19

(SaaS ) edition that provides multiple-user experience that includes multitenancy, secret20

management and ready-to-go orchestration environment, which is divided into logical components
such as workspaces and projects.

20 https://saas-xopera.xlab.si/ui
19 https://github.com/xlab-si/xopera-api
18 https://pypi.org/project/opera/
17 https://github.com/xlab-si/xopera-opera
16 https://www.ansible.com/
15 https://docs.oasis-open.org/tosca/TOSCA-Simple-Profile-YAML/v1.3/TOSCA-Simple-Profile-YAML-v1.3.html
14 https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=tosca
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The validation plan for the orchestrator focuses on CI testing and the usage of RADON orchestrator
through CLI and mostly through fully developed SaaS component. The goal is to validate that the
SaaS orchestrator is able to prepare the orchestration environment for different RADON users and
deploy TOSCA compatible RADON blueprints. The validating plan also included the RADON IDE
plugin for RADON orchestrator to verify that RADON users can manage deployments from IDE.

Lab Validation and Results

Table 2.8.1 summarizes the achievements of KPIs for the RADON orchestrator.

Table 2.8.1. Achievements of KPIs for the orchestrator.

KPI No Description Achievements

1. Deployment of TOSCA defined
application including CSAR
structure.

The xOpera orchestrator supports the deployment of the applications
that are defined as compressed or uncompressed (directory-based)
TOSCA CSARs or are in the form of a single TOSCA template, it
also offers to orchestrate FaaS cloud functions and other RADON
particles. The details are also reported in the deliverables D4.6, D5.1
and D5.2.

2. Orchestrator can parallelize the
deployment to >=12 processes.

The orchestrator is able to run multiple automated tasks
simultaneously. The parallelization applies for deployment and
undeployment as well and it is possible for users to define the
maximum number of desired concurrent threads. The orchestrator
then searches for the independent tasks that are then executed in
parallel. More about this achievement has been described in
deliverables D2.5 and D3.5, D5.1 and D5.2.

3. Support for different modes of
user interaction - number of
modes > 1.

The orchestrator supports multiple modes of interaction. The core
opera orchestrator supports the command line interface (CLI), where
the user is able to initiate commands from the terminal. The
orchestrator also supports xOpera API, SaaS API and SaaS GUI that
offer the ability to use the orchestrator as a service and to call it via
remote endpoint calls. It is also possible to orchestrate deployments
directly from RADON IDE via xOpera SaaS Eclipse Che plugin. For
more details refer to deliverables D2.2, D2.4 and D2.5.

4. Orchestration of applications
that simultaneously use at least 5
library templates.

The GitHub repositories providing the reusable TOSCA templates
within the demo image-resize application blueprint for different FaaS
providers such as AWS, Azure, GCP and OpenFaaS are prepared.
Those modules and blueprints were also published to the Template
Library so it’s possible to download them from there or deploy them
directly in xOpera SaaS since SaaS and TPS are connected. We have
tried to deploy multiple applications that use at least 5 modules from
the TPS such as ThumbnailGenerator or SockShop. More info on
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this achievement is also available in deliverables D3.5, D4.3, D4.4,
D5.1, D5.2 and D5.4.

5. Orchestration of applications
mixing at least 2 FaaS providers.

This was implemented by establishing a connection between AWS
and Azure (in both directions) FaaS providers by deploying the
prepared blueprint with xOpera TOSCA orchestrator. The CSAR for
platform connection is available on GitHub and has also been
published to the TPS and tested in xOpera SaaS. A more detailed
description of the developments that lead to this achievement can be
found within the deliverables D4.3, D4.4, D5.1, D5.2 and D5.4.

The orchestrator validation process first included re-testing and confirmation of the KPIs that were
set in the beginning. To recap, the xOpera CLI is now able to orchestrate FaaS functions for
different cloud providers (for example AWS, Azure, GCP and OpenFaaS) individually or by mixing
more of them. The RADON blueprints as TOSCA CSARs can be deployed in both their
compressed and extracted form, where non-dependent tasks can be orchestrated in parallel by
setting the desired number of workers. To support different modes of user interaction, the xOpera
API has been developed, so that users can now manipulate the orchestrator by REST. Apart from
the KPIs, we have added new orchestration features to xOpera core library, for example packing
and unpacking of TOSCA CSARs, project redeployment (supported with opera diff and opera
update commands) and scaling.

The aforementioned functionalities were all tested as a part of the CI/CD configuration, which was
established with CircleCI on top of the xopera-opera GitHub repository. Firstly, the CI performs21

sanity tests for the whole repository to ensure the best possible code quality. Secondly, the CI runs
the unit tests for core xOpera library parts such as TOSCA parser and Ansible executor. These get
tested for different versions of Python to confirm that the xOpera CLI works in all the latest Python
environments. Thirdly, the integration tests are executed, which means that all CLI commands are
tested in action on TOSCA CSARs and service templates. Each integration test comes with a script
that tells which CLI commands will execute in order (e.g. validate, deploy, scale, undeploy). And
lastly, the CI validates the xOpera TOSCA startup examples from the repository (more complex
examples reside in the xopera-examples GitHub repository and are also validated with GitHub22

Actions) and with this the testing is concluded. Apart from this configuration, the CI is also
important for generating coverage reports (with Code Climate) and publishing new package
versions on TestPyPI and production PyPI instances. Another part of ensuring that the latest
production version works continuously are nightly integration tests. Some pipelines taken from the
CircleCI are displayed in Figure 2.7.2.

22 https://github.com/xlab-si/xopera-examples
21 https://github.com/xlab-si/xopera-opera
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Figure 2.7.2. CircleCI orchestrator validation.

The next part of orchestrator validation was testing the new xOpera SaaS component. We have
manually tested the xOpera API and SaaS API calls (a complete example is shown in the
documentation ) and all the backend components. Then the tests were mostly performed from the23

RADON user perspective with the SaaS GUI actions through the browser interface.24

The lab validation plan that we conceived included the following steps:

● generate CSAR with the GMT (the CSAR should make use of the existing TOSCA modules
from the Template Library and RADON Particles),

● login to xOpera SaaS through Keycloak identity provider,
● create a new workspace, secrets and a project from the uploaded TOSCA CSAR,
● deploy the application on specific target platform

We were able to configure our Keycloak IAM to support native Keycloak users from our instance
and users from RADON IDE identity provider, where it was necessary that the same user (with the
same email) from different Keycloak instances is viewed as one user for SaaS. The most important
validation results show that the SaaS orchestrator is capable of supporting multiple users and
multiple deployments at the same time. Up until now RADON users have created more than 300
workspaces and more than 500 projects (see Figures 2.7.3 and 2.7.4), each containing the
corresponding TOSCA CSAR. We have verified that it is possible to validate, deploy and undeploy
RADON applications composed from RADON models (from RADON Particles) by testing
multiple RADON CSARs (for instance ThumbnailGenerator or SockShop). Apart from workspace
sharing, it was also important to test the secret management (e.g. creating secrets and sharing them
between workspaces) as secrets such as cloud credentials are a necessary part of the deployment.

24 https://xopera-radon.xlab.si/ui/
23 https://xlab-si.github.io/xopera-docs/saas.html#the-api
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Here, we have created some dummy AWS credentials and created a successful deployment. The
latest version of xOpera SaaS also includes a redeployment feature and the option to create a new
project by selecting any blueprint that resides in the Template Library service. With that we also
validated that SaaS orchestrator can deploy CSARs from TPS. Another special feature is that SaaS
enables scaling of the application with its triggers and events. The user is able to create the unique
HTTP callbacks that correspond to TOSCA policies and triggers within his TOSCA service
template and those are later invoked for scaling. The SaaS scaling feature was tested on AWS
Lambda function. First, the project with the CSAR has been created. The CSAR included TOSCA
policies with triggers and events and before the deployment, we have created the corresponding
callbacks (i.e., project and event mappings). The generated callbacks were passed as orchestration
inputs so that the monitoring tool knew which callback to invoke when certain thresholds (e.g.
memory or CPU usage) were reached. After the Prometheus monitoring and thumbnail generator
AWS Lambda were deployed, we manually uploaded a lot of images to AWS bucket so that the
resizing function exceeded its resource limits and this resulted in scaling up event that was triggered
when monitoring tool invoked the corresponding xOpera SaaS callback.

Figure 2.7.3. Project management in xOpera SaaS GUI.
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Figure 2.7.4. Workspaces and projects in xOpera SaaS GUI.

The last aspect that we validated is the orchestrator plugin for RADON IDE. We have validated25

that the Eclipse Che plugin for xOpera SaaS enables interaction with the xOpera SaaS component
(see Figure 2.7.5). The user is able to create and manage SaaS workspaces and projects. If the user
wants to deploy the project, he is redirected to the xOpera SaaS dashboard for finer control. We
have tested this ability with RADON blueprints that are loaded to the Eclipse Che when the IDE
workspace starts and we were able to create a new workspace and a project and were then
redirected to GUI to deploy the application.

Figure 2.7.5. The file selector, activated on CSAR files.

25 https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-xopera-saas-plugin
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2.8 Delivery Toolchain

Delivery toolchain is a standalone entry point, which offers a configuration of all parts of the
application lifetime such as CI/CD, orchestrator, monitoring and their interaction that is crucial to
provide the successful delivery of the application. Continuous delivery is an essential part of
RADON since rapid, incremental changes to serverless applications require a specific focus on
automation. The orchestrator is represented by xOpera orchestration tool, which aims to be a
lightweight orchestrator compliant with OASIS TOSCA. The tool is used to deploy RADON
applications and manage their orchestration lifecycle operations such as validation, deployment,
updates, scaling or undeployment. The RADON Monitoring tool is used to collect metrics from the
runtime environment for supporting quality assurance on performance and security characteristics.
It, thus, provides monitoring capabilities on different levels of abstraction such as virtual machine,
container, application and FaaS. In our validation process each tool in the toolchain was first
validated independently and then also together with other other tools by running an end-to-end
integration test.

2.8.1 Data Pipeline

Overview

Data pipeline divides an entire task into several sub-tasks, where each sub-task can be designed to
act as an independent pipeline component with a predefined set of inputs and outputs (discussed in
detail in Deliverable D5.5 [D5.5] and Deliverable 5.6 [D5.6]). The main objective of adopting the
data pipeline approach is to provide an environment for the EU software industry to freely deploy,
schedule, and scale the pipeline tasks. The pipeline tasks can be serverless functions or
microservices. Each data pipeline component is specialized for processing a specific task, such as
data transformation, routing, acquisition, delivery, etc. As both TOSCA language and orchestrator
do not explicitly support defining (or controlling) the flow of data, the goal of the methodology is to
introduce the ability to automate the movement and transformation of data by using TOSCA
templates. The TOSCA templates are used to define the structure of the pipeline and the
orchestrator deploys it on a cloud infrastructure (e.g. OpenStack) while controlling the life cycle of
the data pipeline components. The major functionalities of the RADON data pipeline are
scheduling the pipelines, encryption of the data while moving across multiple systems, data
analytics tasks, etc.

The data pipeline methodology is verified by evaluating whether data pipeline demo applications
can be described using TOSCA templates and successfully orchestrated using RADON
orchestrator. Furthermore, we verify the performance of the Thumbnail generation with data
pipeline and File Transferred between different Cloud Storage demo applications to observe
whether the deployed data pipeline services perform as expected in terms of various performance
metrics, after generating a high amount of input data in the form of images and Twitter and CSV
files, respectively.
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Lab Validation and Results

Table 2.8.1.1 summarizes the achievements of KPIs for the data pipeline. The underlying approach
of each feature as well as the corresponding validation activities and results are described in what
follows.

Table 2.8.1.1: Achievements of KPIs for the data pipeline

KPI No Description Achievements

1. Support data pipeline
hosted simultaneously on 1
commercial and 1 open
source platform.

The final version of the RADON data pipeline tested on one open source
platform, i.e., Apache NiFi and one commercial platform, i.e., Amazon
Data Pipeline. Refer to the deliverables D5.5 and D5.6.

2. Support multiple loads on
the data pipeline.

Push loads as a form of images (one dataset) and files (two datasets, i.e.,
Twitter dataset and Sensor dataset) through JMeter and test the
performance of Demo Lab Application Thumbnail generation for Data
Pipeline Approach and File Transferred between different Cloud Storage
demo applications, respectively. Refer to this deliverable.

3. Less or equal 10% error on
data velocity/volume.

Data pipeline has 100% success rate on data velocity and volume with
respect to three different datasets, namely image datasets, Twitter dataset
and Sensor dataset over two demo applications, i.e., Thumbnail generation
with data pipeline and File Transferred between different Cloud Storage
demo applications. Refer to this deliverable.

The validation activities for the data pipeline methodology and orchestrator plugin focused on the
functional validation of the implementation. Data pipeline methodology and orchestrator plugin
was published based on two milestones, the first one at the end of the first year and the second
towards the end of the second year of the project (more details can be found in the public
deliverable D5.5 and D5.6). Our final effort has been put particularly into validating the
deployment of the data pipeline models with TOSCA template and load testing with two demo lab
applications. Here, we focused on the validation of the actual implementations based on the Ansible
automation engine. For each TOSCA pipeline node, separate implementation files for start, stop,
create, configure, and delete lifecycle commands are developed. The Ansible implementations are
attached to TOSCA pipeline nodes as the artifacts.

The final version of the RADON pipeline integrated both the Apache NiFi and Amazon Data
Pipeline. Besides that, we focused on designing and testing the TOSCA models that are tested using
RADON-GMT, i.e., Winery. The implementations are attached to the TOSCA pipeline nodes as the
artifacts. The TOSCA pipeline nodes can be found in RADON-h2020/radon-particle GitHub repo .26

26 https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-datapipeline-plugin
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The current TOSCA pipeline models support service deployment in private clouds. We have tested
deploying the developed pipelines on top of the OpenStack-based private cloud platform available
within the organization. Finally, the data pipeline allows the data to move with an encrypted format
between data pipeline blocks, which makes the data movement secure. We have created specific
TOSCA node types that implement encrypting and decrypting the data at the source and destination
sides, respectively. Such functionality is needed mainly when the data moves from one cloud
platform to another cloud.

For validating RADON Data Pipeline Methodology and Orchestrator Plugin, two demo
applications were used that include data pipelines. Firstly, a modified version of the Thumbnail
generation with data pipelines demo lab application was created by introducing data pipeline27

concepts and dividing the whole application into three pipelines: (i) reading images from Amazon
S3 bucket, (ii) invoking lambda function with an image and receiving the corresponding thumbnail,
and (iii) pushing the thumbnail to the same or different Amazon S3 bucket, as shown in Figure
2.8.1.1. This demo lab application is used to validate the data pipeline methodology and
orchestrator plugin in terms of various performance metrics. Further, to test the error rate of this
demo lab application, a load test is conducted by pushing multiple loads as a form of images to the
Amazon S3 bucket through the JMeter tool and measuring the performance of the data pipeline
components.

Figure 2.8.1.1. Thumbnail generation for Data Pipeline approach demo lab application

The second demo application, namely File Transferred between different Cloud Storage , was to28

transfer files from AWS S3 bucket to a Google Cloud bucket and it comprises two data pipelines:
(i) reading files from Amazon S3 bucket, and (iii) pushing the files to a Google Cloud bucket, as

28 https://github.com/radon-h2020/demo-ctt-datapipeline-filetransfer
27https://github.com/radon-h2020/demo-ctt-datapipeline-imageresize
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shown in Figure 2.8.1.2. To test the error rate of this demo lab application, a load test is conducted
by pushing multiple loads as a form of JSON and CSV files to the Amazon S3 bucket through the
JMeter and measures the performance of the whole pipeline by determining the success and error
rate of the uploaded files as well as processing time of those files.

Figure 2.8.1.2. File Transferred between different Cloud Storage for Data Pipeline approach demo lab
application

For final lab validation, we verify the load testing of the Thumbline generation with data pipeline
demo application by pushing multiple images as a form of loads to the S3 buckets through JMeter.
For generating the datasets with multiple images, an INRIA Holiday dataset is used that contains
500 image groups and each group represents a distinct scene or object [JDS+08]. In case of
verifying the demo application, we have generated three datasets with different sets of images, i.e.,
25, 50 and 100, respectively and uploaded the images to the source endpoint, i.e., to the source S3
bucket through JMeter. During load testing, we verified that the data pipeline services still perform
as expected in terms of multiple performance metrics, i.e. load time, throughput, and processing
time. Further, the success rate of the demo lab application is tested by comparing the uploaded
images on the source S3 bucket with the thumbnails in the other data end-point or destination S3
buckets. Table 2.8.1.2 reports the final validation results of the Thumbline generation with data
pipeline demo application by uploading multiple images through JMeter. Through the experiments,
it has been demonstrated that the success rate of the Thumbline generation with data pipeline demo
application is 100% for all three datasets, which is less than and equal to ten percent (≤10%) of
error on data (e.g. output of data pipeline) velocity and volume.
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Table 2.8.1.2.. Experimental results during load testing of Thumbline generation with data pipeline demo
application with multiple images

Dataset No. of Images
Uploaded in

source S3
bucket

Load
Time
(ms)

Through
put

No. of thumbnails
generated and

stored in
destination S3

bucket

Success
Rate
(%)

Error
Rate
(%)

Average
Processin

g Time
(seconds)

Dataset-1 25 25694 2.2/min 25 100 0 8.31

Dataset-2 50 51238 1.2/min 50 100 0 14.29

Dataset-3 100 60283 0.99/min 100 100 0 58.48

For testing File Transferred between different Cloud Storage demo application, two datasets have
been used that includes the Twitter Dataset , which consists of 100 CSV files, each containing29

more than 300 tweets, and the Sensor data dataset , which contains 100 readings of temperature30

and humidity sensors, generated synthetically using a data generator in the form of JSON files.
During load testing, we verified that the data pipeline services still perform as expected in terms of
success rate and processing time. Table 2.8.1.3 reports the final validation results of the File
Transferred between different Cloud Storage demo application by uploading multiple files through
JMeter. Through the experiments, it has been demonstrated that the success rate of the File
Transferred between different Cloud Storage demo application is 100% for all two datasets, which
is less than and equal to ten percent (≤10%) of error on data (e.g. output of data pipeline) velocity
and volume.

Table 2.8.1.3. Experimental results during load testing of File Transferred between different Cloud Storage
demo application with multiple files

Dataset No. of files
Uploaded in

source S3
bucket

No. of stored in
destination Google

Cloud bucket

Success
Rate
(%)

Error
Rate
(%)

Average
Processing

Time
(seconds)

Twitter
Dataset

100 100 100 0 0.47

Sensor
Dataset

100 100 100 0 0.49

Besides that, the processing time of the input images and files (Twitter and Sensor files) on two
demo applications, i.e., Thumbline generation with data pipeline and File Transferred between
different Cloud Storage demo applications are depicted in Figure 2.1.8.3 (a-c). To determine the

30 GitHub - Afsana2910/iosynth: IoSynth is IoT device/sensor simulator and synthetic data generator.
29 Twitter sentiment analysis | Kaggle
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processing time, a python script has been used to calculate the difference between the time of
upload of the images or files in the source S3 bucket and the destination S3 bucket for image data
or Google cloud bucket for files.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2.1.8.3. Average processing time of various dataset: (a) image dataset for data Thumbline generation
with data pipeline demo application, (b) Twitter dataset as a form of JSON files for File Transferred between

different Cloud Storage demo application, (b) Sensor dataset as a form of CSV files for File Transferred
between different Cloud Storage demo application

Further, to test exporting the data pipeline run-time metrics, we have connected the Prometheus
server, an open-source monitoring system for external monitoring of the Apache NiFi resources in
real-time. Those run-time metrics are used to observe the current state of the Apache NiFi
resources. The PrometheusReportingTask reports a set of run-time metrics regarding the NiFi
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instances in terms of the number of bytes written, amount of byte read, amount of flowfile sent,
amount of flowfile received, etc. In the case of verifying Thumbline generation with data pipeline
and File Transferred between different Cloud Storage demo applications, we have connected the
Prometheus over the NiFi instances with three pipeline blocks and collected different run-time
metrics of the NiFi instances through PrometheusReportingTask.

2.8.2 Function Hub

Overview

Function Hub provides a centralised collection of reusable functions, publicly available through a
FaaS web UI and API. The available functions range around domain agnostic compliance,
automated testing and security and will be accessible on cloudstash.io. It’s also the perfect place for
an organization to store and maintain its artifacts in a versioned manner.

The validation of Function Hub is laying around meeting the following key performance indicators
(KPIs). The KPIs as well as the achievements are summarized in table 2.8.2.1.

Table 2.8.2.1: Achievements of KPIs for the Function Hub.

KPI
No

Description Achievements

1 Support Functions for >=3 cloud providers.
Being able to browse available functions from
cloudstash.io with an intuitive overview of
which cloud provider it belongs to

In cloudstash.io the user is able browse his/her stored
functions which are annotated with tags depending on
the cloud provider that are intended to be used on.

2 Populate FunctionHub with > 10 reusable
Functions. Select from a variety of  at least 10
functions centered around code analysis, security
checks and compliance.

We have populated the radon-function-lib repository
with 15 reusable functions centered around code
analysis, security checks and compliance.

3 Quantitative study. Plan and execute a case study
of the scalability of Function Hub. This will be a
quantitative study in how Function Hutheb
handles increased artifacts size and traffic.

The quantitative study “Characterization study for
Cloudstash” has been performed showing that Function
Hub can adapt and scale dynamically based on the
number of requests and the amount of resources needed.

Lab Validation and Results

In order to validate the Function Hub, we have performed a couple of lab experiments. The first
experiment was to integrate the Function Hub with the GMT tool and validate that model creators
can annotate their TOSCA models with references to functions from the Functions Hub. Next, we
verified that the orchestrator is able to fetch the function and deploy it once the TOSCA model is
orchestrated. For that experiment, we have used one of the available toy applications, the
“ServerlessToDoList API”. In Figure 2.8.2.1, you can see the definition of the lambda artifacts as a
representation of Function Hub link. All application’s functions have been configured so that the
source code is referenced as a publicly accessible URL from Function Hub instead of the alternative
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attachment straight from the user’s workspace. At the export of the application’s deployment CSAR
file from GMT, the source code packages are downloaded in the background and attached to the
functions accordingly. The TOSCA template makes sure to keep the correct path references to the
files so that xOpera in turn can proceed with deployment of the application.

Figure 2.8.2.1: Lambda function’s artifact attachment using Function Hub URL reference

In the following Figure 2.8.2.3, you can see the application being deployed successfully on our
testing AWS environment, enabling full functionality of the lambda functions using the Function
Hub URL artifact attachments.

Figure 2.8.2.3: Successful deployment of toy application using FH URL
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The second experiment was testing the reliability and scalability of the Function Hub by running
concurrent scripts generating differing traffic load on the service. The results are bundled in a
quantitative study in the following section.

System Under Test: Cloudstash

Cloudstash is an artifact management system, built entirely on AWS serverless technology.31

Function Hub is the feature of Cloudstash focusing on the stored functions rather than generic
artifacts. The platform lets registered users create repositories that can store artifacts. Artifacts are
typically zip files containing the source code and generic configuration metadata of a serverless
function. Those artifacts can be stored under a versioned schema and retrieved from the service
anytime.

The platform comprises a frontend web page served using AWS Lambda functions (FaaS) and an
AWS API Gateway (HTTP router), persistent data is stored in AWS S3 (blob storage) with the help
of AWS DynamoDB (NoSQL database). These technologies follow a 'serverless' approach, in the
sense that they are completely managed by AWS, and users pay for the service based on their usage
of the services, e.g. execution time, database queries, and not for the provisioning of the resources,
e.g. per minute a virtual server is rented.

To have a complete understanding of the scalability of our application, we ran two benchmarks:

Benchmark 1: Sequential Artifact Uploads

The first of the two benchmarks is the Sequential Artifact Upload benchmark. In this benchmark,
we have sequentially uploaded a number of artifacts to a Cloudstash instance, and record the
response time of the upload request, as well as the HTTP response code.

We record the response time to verify that the performance of the applications scales as the number
of stored artifacts grows. If the system scales well then, we expect the response time to remain the
same, with some small margin, as we upload an arbitrary number of artifacts. From a user’s point of
view, the experience of uploading the first and last artifact should be the same.

We record the HTTP status code to measure the availability of the system as the number of stored
artifacts grows. We expect that if the systems scale well, that all of our requests are handled
correctly, and that we receive a 200 HTTP status code for all of the requests that we make.

31 https://cloudstash.io
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The maximum number of artifacts to be uploaded is 100000. This benchmark thus verifies that
100000 artifacts can be uploaded to the platform, and that the scalability of the system is good if it
behaves consistently across the majority of the artifact uploads.

Overall Observations

Overall, we can see that in this benchmark the Cloudstash platform performed well, and scaled
adequately to meet the needs of the benchmark, as the number of stored artifacts in the platform
increased.

Performance: Response time

The performance of the Cloudstash scaled well to meet the demand of sequentially uploading
100.000 artifacts. We can see from the plot in Figure 2.8.2.4 that the majority of the requests had a
response time of around 1.5 seconds, with very few outliers.

Figure 2.8.2.4: Total artifact upload time

Availability

In Figure 2.8.2.5, we can see the two columns that count the received HTTP status codes. The
majority of the requests were successful, and had a response code of 200, indicating that the artifact
was uploaded successfully. There were a total of 8 requests that encountered some server-side error,
indicated by the 502 response code. The error rate is considered acceptable and can be related to the
longer response times that we saw in Figure 2.8.2.4.
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Figure 2.8.2.5: Total HTTP status code

Benchmark 2: Load Test

In the load test, we have applied a load scenario to a Cloudstash instance. The load scenario
consists of a number of different API calls, intended to mimic the behaviour of users using the
system, e.g. uploading artifacts, downloading artifacts, getting a list of available artifacts, etc. We
have applied this same load scenario to different Cloudstash instances that each have a different
number of artifacts, uploaded to the platform before the load scenario is started.
We refer to this number of artifacts uploaded before starting the load test as the benchmark
pre-condition.
If the system scales well, then the results of the load scenarios should be comparable, regardless of
how many artifacts were uploaded in the precondition step, as the performance of the system should
scale with the number of stored artifacts. The load scenarios will be orchestrated using Artillery ,32

to ensure that the same load scenario is applied to each benchmark run.

The load test preloads an environment with 100.000 artifacts and begins putting the system under
load. During the duration of the test that takes 910 seconds, 27065 scenarios of list/get/upload
artifacts have been executed, with an even distribution of the three scenarios.

The load test has two phases:
The warmup phase sends 10 requests per second per user. It builds up the number of users to a
maximum of 50. This is to make sure that all serverless functionalities are out of “cold start” when
the real benchmark is running.

The sustained phase comes after with 10 requests per second per user, but with a cap of 30 users.

32 https://artillery.io
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In Figure 2.8.2.6, we can see that the amount of error codes (http 4XX) is nearly constant, and
within the range of 1-2%, which can be attributed to the nature of the multi datacenter setup. It also
shows that despite more load being applied to the service, the error rate keeps constant.

Figure 2.8.2.6: HTTP status codes

In terms of latency, we are measuring on four different parameters within a given section of time;
the maximum latency recorded, the maximum latency within the 95 percentile, the maximum
latency within the 50 percentile, and the minimum latency.
As expected, the maximum latency is fluctuating a lot in the warm up phase, where cold starts are
experienced, and after that levels out.
The 95 percentile keeps a consistent response time throughout both the warm up and sustained
phase.

Figure 2.8.2.7: Latency at intervals

The Characterization study played an important role in understanding if Function Hub and to its
extent Cloudstash is performing as it should under a realistic well-simulated test scenario. As
expected, the system responded naturally to the requests according to our cloud specifications and
we can say with confidence that serverless technology is the ideal development technique in our UC
providing robust availability and endless scalability with minimal cost.
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2.8.3 Template Library

Overview

Template Library is the place to store and manage orchestration modules (TOSCA templates),
TOSCA CSARs describing a particular application and their implementations (e.g. Ansible
playbooks). Template Library is divided into two different repositories, both accessible publicly.
One is RADON particles - a community based GitHub repository, the other is Template Library
Publishing Service (TPS), where templates can be published publicly, privately or shared with a
group of users. RADON Particles can also be used privately as a private fork.

TPS is integrated in RADON IDE though its Eclipse Che plugin, where templates can be directly
uploaded to or downloaded from the TPS storage connected with a configured endpoint. Templates
can be imported to IDE from other tools such as GMT, appearing in the radon-csar folder.

TPS exists also as a standalone graphical user interface (GUI , see Figure 2.8.3.1), where all public33

templates are listed, grouped by template groups, template types, and divided to components and
services. Templates can be downloaded and their README files can be previewed. Authenticated
users can also view their private templates. There are all important links to documentation and other
xOpera tools.

Lab Validation and Results

The Table 2.8.3.1 describes the main three KPIs for the TPS that have been reached. The
corresponding validation activities and other results are described in what follows.

Table 2.8.3.1. Achievements of KPIs for the Template LIbrary.

KPI No Description Achievements

1. Extensive RADON
particles library (>=30
entries).

RADON particles are covering general requirements from use cases and
can be used to put together more complex templates. They consist of
documented TOSCA definitions for different template types: artifact type,
capability type, data type, interface type, node type, policy type,
relationship type and service templates. We have submitted more than 30
templates to the Template Library service that can be used and deployed
directly with xOpera SaaS through TPS-SaaS API connection. More about
this KPI’s achievements is described in the second Technology Library
deliverable (i.e., D5.4).

33 https://template-library-xopera.xlab.si/
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2. Support for at least four
(=4) FaaS providers.

In the Template Library, there are sets of configuration management
scripts allowing the deployment of the same application and components
in RADON Particles to different FaaS service providers. Those sets enable
an abstracted approach to different FaaS providers and represent the FaaS
abstraction layer. Support has been added for AWS, Azure, GCP and
OpenFaaS providers. More details can be found in the D5.4 Technology
Library deliverable.

3. Define RADON blueprints
for at least three demo
applications.

TPS includes a service catalogue with RADON blueprints for deployable
demo applications for all of the supported FaaS providers and some other
blueprints (such as ThumbnailGenerator and SockShop). They can serve
as a set of boilerplate application architectures that others can reuse. The
details are reported in the Technology Library deliverables (i.e., D5.3 and
D5.4).

Figure 2.8.3.1. Blueprints for deployable demo applications in TPS GUI.

The other aspects of the tool were tested and validated through the RADON user actions. This was
done for all the important TPS components such as REST API, CLI, GUI and RADON IDE plugin.
By publishing our modules and blueprints to the TPS using the TPS REST API , we have verified34

that uploading and downloading of templates and other actions (e.g. creating groups and sharing
content between users) works. The same actions apply for TPS CLI , where we first validated that35

35 https://pypi.org/project/xopera-template-library/
34 https://template-library-xopera.xlab.si/swagger/
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the installation of the Python package works in different environments (see Figure 2.8.3.2). Here,
we also focused on CLI login to the TPS via Keycloak and its RADON identity providers with
multiple RADON users.

Figure 2.8.3.2. TPS CLI command options.

The downloads of published RADON modules were tested with TPS GUI manually in different
browsers, where we have verified that the TPS GUI offers practical and fast search for the desired
TPS content. We have validated the distinction between the public templates and private content,
which is displayed only to a specific user or group of users. The last part of the functionality testing
was validating that the TPS upload and download actions can be done from RADON IDE. This
included creating a new Eclipse Che workspace and preparing a new blueprint from RADON
modules, which we uploaded to the TPS and then downloaded it back to IDE to verify that the
CSAR content stayed in the same form. Since TPS RADON IDE plugin offers interactive actions36

and actions that are invoked with a JSON config file, we tested both of them with uploads and
downloads. Further, TPS examples and validations are explained in the TPS documentation .37

The next important part of testing was making sure that the TOSCA CSARs from TPS are
deployable with different editions of the RADON orchestrator. The TPS CLI was useful for
validating deployments with xOpera CLI orchestrator, as we could easily download the TPS content
to a specified location and then test the orchestration from the CLI. Most of the RADON users use
the TPS and xOpera through their GUI and we needed to validate that the deployments from TPS
also work in xOpera SaaS. This part of testing was also simple because we didn’t need to upload
CSARs to the SaaS manually, since the SaaS has been connected to the TPS API and can create
projects from TPS service components directly. TPS and SaaS also use the same GUI appearance
and for even better user experience, it is possible to switch from TPS GUI to SaaS GUI anytime.
Here, it was also validated that the RADON user can login only in one of these GUI components
and the other will recognize him without the need to login again.

37 https://template-library-xopera.xlab.si/docs/
36 https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-template-library-publishing-service-plugin
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To maintain and validate the good quality of the TPS services (especially the core API component),
we do regular CI/CD tests with GitLab CI on our internal GitLab repositories. The figure below
displays some part of our CI/CD configuration for the TPS REST API component.

Figure 2.8.3.3. GitLab CI/CD pipelines for TPS API.

2.8.4 Monitoring system

Overview

The Monitoring tool is part of the application lifetime. The extended capabilities of the tool include
multiple vendor agnostic resource monitoring, personalised dashboard visualisation, alerting
generation and triggering scaling events. In a nutshell, these capabilities can be visualized in the
following flow:

Figure 2.8.4.1. Monitoring Process Pipeline.

The underlying technology of the Monitoring combines the capabilities of Prometheus Server, Push
Gateway and Node Exporter to orchestrate the collection of monitored metrics and Grafana
Dashboards and API to visualise the monitored metrics and generated event alerts. In combination
with xOpera SaaS the alerts can trigger scaling events on the resource under monitor.

The Monitoring tool integrates seamlessly in the RADON framework with components such as
GMT tool, xOpera orchestrator, Decompositioning tool and CTT tool. In addition, the monitoring
tool integrates seamlessly with the xOpera CLI and SaaS. Upon successful deployment the user can
visualise the monitored metrics in real time.
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In the case of xOpera SaaS orchestration, the Monitoring tool can be extended to generate alerts
through a newly introduced feature based on the Grafana API capabilities. The process is initiated
during design time in the GMT, where a Scale policy is attached to a resource (e.g. Lambda
function). This policy provides information on monitored metrics thresholds and adjustments. Later
on, the aforementioned monitoring relationships (e.g. AWSIsMonitoredBy) handle the Alert
definition during deployment time.

Later on, when the TOSCA service is deployed, prior to deployment a callbackURL has to be
created to handle the scaling event and the respective ansible playbook definition. The
callbackURLs are provided to the TOSCA service by means of inputs and will eventually handle
the alert event generated by the Grafana API and trigger the scale playbook.

Figure 2.8.4.7. Scale Up playbook.

Lab Validation and Results

In order to validate the Monitoring tool as far as it concerns the design/deployment/operation part,
we have created multiple configuration templates that enable automated collecting of monitoring
metrics using the RADON tools in their CLI and  xOpera SaaS version.

The templates orchestrate the deployment of the Monitoring tool on various serverless
configurations to ensure vendor agnostic operational integrity. In addition, various runtime
environments have been tested to ensure 100% applicability on monitoring agnostic to the
programming underlying technology.

The Monitoring tool has been successfully integrated with components as GMT, CTT,
Decomposition Tool and xOpera SaaS. It has been also validated through the use cases and through
various testing sessions of the xOpera CLI and SaaS through an end to end process from design to
monitor, visualise and last but not least scale.
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Figure 2.8.4.8. Grafana Dashboards Validation

Figure 2.8.4.9. xOpera Saas Monitoring tool deployment and scale up triggering

Functional service examples have been also contributed as part of the Monitoring tool in the
RADON code repository demonstrating the above capabilities. In these service examples, different
variations of monitored resources have been deployed and monitored during the operation phase
combining resources from different vendors (e.g. GCP, AWS e.t.c.).

Additionally, different development frameworks (e.g. Python, Javascript) have been used to
implement the actual code that was monitored, ensuring that the monitoring tool is properly
accompanied with the prerequisite code snippets to expose the monitored metrics.

The deployment and execution of the template along with the expected behaviour of the
Monitoring tool was validated for each case.
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2.8.5 CI/CD

Overview

CI/CD is part of the application lifetime and thus, part of the delivery toolchain. It is a standalone
tool that completes the delivery of the application by enabling the individual radon tools within a
CI/CD environment.
A (che) plugin has been implemented and integrated in the RADON IDE so that a user can
configure and trigger CI/CD pipelines directly from the RADON IDE. In particular, the user can
edit within the RADON IDE a configuration file (i.e. a yaml file) in order to specify the CI/CD
pipeline to trigger in a Jenkins server.

Lab Validation and Results

The validation of the CI/CD plugin is laying around meeting delivery toolchain’s first KPI. The
KPIs as well as the achievements are summarized in table 2.8.5.1.

Table 2.8.5.1: Achievements of KPIs for the CI/CD.

KPI No Description Achievements

1 Automated application deployment. The ability to
automate the configuration and delivery for a
specific application requires multiple steps. We
expect that the delivery toolchain will support the
configuration and deployment of all four
components (monitoring, CI, CD, orchestrator).
Having at least one option for every component
means the success of this KPI.

The CI/CD plugin is able to be configured within
the delivery toolchain context and automatically
invoke various RADON tools, as well as deploy
the targeted application on the cloud.

In order to validate the automation and configuration of the delivery toolchain as far as it concerns
the CI/CD part, we have created multiple configuration templates that enable automated testing and
deployment using the RADON tools in their CLI version. Invoking and completing successfully the
Jenkins job that includes all RADON configurations available through the IDE plugin means that
CI/CD can be configured for any project after the necessary parametrization.

A public repository has been created to keep track of all the available templates and can be found in
Radon’s official Github organization. There templates for CTT, DPT, Orchestrator, Template38

Library and VT can be found for either Jenkins or CircleCI while the IDE plugin currently supports
only invocations for a Jenkins server.

All above templates have been successfully validated to operate as expected and provide the
expected output. An example of such validation effort can be seen in Figure 2.8.5.1. where we can

38 https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-cicd-templates
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see the sequential execution of the VT, the DPT, the CTT, the TL and finally, the deployment of the
application with xOpera.

Figure 2.8.5.1: Jenkins pipeline execution

Similarly, in Figure 2.8.5.2, you can see a pipeline execution example in the CI/CD platform
CircleCI. VT, DPT, TL and deployment with xOpera are present in this example.

Figure 2.8.5.2: CircleCI pipeline execution
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3. RADON Validation Activities with External Users
This section elaborates on the validation activities aimed at verifying the benefits of the RADON
methodology via trials conducted on students, IT engineers external to the RADON consortium. We
have already reported in D1.2 that the nominal KPIs for the methodology as measured on the demo
application (thumbnail generation) were all met. Therefore, the objective of this section is to report
on experiences made in the final project period by external users on trying the core features of the
RADON framework.

3.1 University of Tartu (UTR) trials of RADON tools

The Cloud Computing (LTAT.06.008) course of UTR teaches students about different cloud
computing models, scalability, how to design cloud/native applications and other related topics.
These students, as profiled below, also work in a large number in industry, so they represent an
ideal group to trial RADON on as they are also IT developers and engineers in industry, while
being early enough in their career to display a significant learning curve in uptaking a new
methodology.

As a result of the RADON project, we started in 2020 to also teach our students about TOSCA
cloud deployment modelling and introduced them to related RADON tools. This gave us an
opportunity to design coursework, where students evaluate the usability and adoption speed of
RADON tools in a relatively controlled environment. In the 2021 version of the course, we asked
the students to deploy serverless functions in one lab session through the usual process suggested
by the cloud-provider and then go through the same process using RADON tools in the section lab.
We also asked them to measure the time it took them and optionally provide additional feedback.

Participant profiles

50 students were enrolled in the Cloud Computing course in 2021 Spring, mainly MSc students and
most were from IT related curricula (Table 3.1.1). University of Tartu IT students can be considered
current and future IT practitioners. Based on the yearly graduation feedback, 75% of UTR MSc
students of IT curricula work during studies (Figure 3.1.1) and for 85% of them work is related to
their specialisation to a great extent (95% to some extent).

Table 3.1.1: Overview of students in the Cloud Computing (LTAT.06.008) course
Curriculum Count

Data Science, MSc 9

Computer Science, MSc 18

Computer science, BSc 3

Software Engineering, MSc 8

Cyber Security, Statistics, Robotics, and other MSc 8
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Other BSc 4

Total 50

Figure 3.1.1: Feedback from IT graduates from UTR on whether they work during studies.

Coursework design

The trials were divided into two course lab sessions:

1. Lab 13: Azure Cloud services
2. Lab 14: Cloud service modelling

Each of the lab sessions were preceded by a lecture introducing the related theoretical concepts and
technologies. Students were asked to measure the time it takes to solve the practical task, which
was (in both cases) to deploy a previously created Azure FaaS function. The function itself was
implemented by the IMP team for their Performance Engineering course and its function was to
apply a style-transfer machine learning model on an input image.

In the Lab 13: Azure Cloud services session, students deployed an Azure function using Azure
command line CLI, which included checking the function works locally, configuring Azure
resource group and storage service and deploying the Azure function.

In the Lab 14: Cloud service modelling session, students used the RADON GMT to design a
TOSCA service template for deploying a FaaS function. The service template consisted of Azure
function, Azure platform, Azure storage group and Azure storage service node types, configuring
everything needed. After the service template was completed, students downloaded as a CSAR and
deployed using the RADON xOpera CLI orchestrator.

Results

The Table 3.1.2 provides statistics on how long it took students to solve each of these two labs. For
both labs, the minimum and maximum times are very far apart, showing that students who know
what they are doing and who do not run into any technical issues can solve the task in a short time,
but it can take several hours for students who run into issues.
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Table 3.1.2: Statistical comparison of the results of these two trials.

Lab 13: Azure Cloud services Lab 14: Cloud service modelling Difference

Count 40 41

Min 26.0 17.0 -34.62%

Max 192.0 205.0 6.77%

Average 89.7 59.6 -33.57%

Median 90 51 -43.33%

The Average and median times show very clearly that it took less time to use the RADON approach
to create the serverless function service and deploy it. To get a better overview of the distribution of
results over durations, Figure 3.1.2 provides histograms for both of the approaches, showing how
long it took for each student in 25 minute bins.

Figure 3.1.2: Histogram comparison of the two labs.

Histogram shows that only one spent less than 40 minutes on solving the manual function
deployment, in comparison to 16 students who did the same with the RADON approach. When
comparing who solved the task in less than 65 minutes, we see 16 manual vs 30 RADON, showing
twice better results. While the maximum time spent is larger for RADON lab, only two students
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spent more than 140 minutes, while it was so for the 5 students in the manual lab, which may
indicate that RADON approach caused twice less students to have technical or other issues.

It should be noted that the manual lab was first, which means that by the second lab they had more
knowledge of Azure platform and Azure functions. However, these two labs were at the end of the
course and students had previously learned about Cloud computing models, tried out manual web
interface based FaaS function deployment in IBM Cloud and had experience with VM deployment
and Linux command line. As such, we do not consider this advantage very significant, especially as
they had to learn using a completely new set of tools (RADON GMT and xOpera).

Student feedback

We also asked students to give feedback to the RADON tools they used in the coursework. The
Question we asked them was: Do you have any suggestions for the authors of Winery or xOpera
to make the process of designing and deploying Cloud models more convenient? The answers are
provided in table Table 3.1.3.

Table 3.1.3: Student feedback to RADON tools.

Tool Feedback

GMT
I actually liked it more than Azure, but I would suggest making relationships easier,
like pulling a connection from one node to another and then specify the relation.

GMT,
xOpera CLI

The only suggestion I might have is to improve the UI, since some things are not
clear. Also logging is quite bad. You have to scoop error message from a huge
JSON.

GMT,
xOpera CLI

I don’t have any suggestions for the author as designing and deploying cloud models
was easy for me.

GMT
Winery UI looks pragmatic, but it feels sluggish and dated. A more snappier user
interface would be very cool.

xOpera CLI
xOpera could make the process of finding the actual reason of failure simpler by
displaying it at  the end of output.

GMT
Winery could make some alerts or messages if names of
function/resourcegroup/storagegroup mismatch in different fields.

GMT

After wiring together the components in the winery, it could use a bit more
validation of some fields which have to match (ie some account name references,
although the exact intention of the user cannot be implied perfectly, you might want
to maybe have a very custom setup).

GMT,
xOpera CLI No, everything seems great

GMT Autosave and undo, redo options would be good to have in Winery.

GMT I really liked the simple UI of Winery. This was easier to deploy than on Azure only.
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GMT
Maybe add a grid or grayish color to the Winery dashboard, the white is blinding!
But in general, the process was very intuitive and user-friendly.

GMT,
xOpera CLI

I would like to see some autocompletion in the winery editor because often there are
some repetitive fields you have to define between different components (e.g. the
resource_group_name in Azure). The xOpera deployment was quite streamlined as
is.

GMT

I had some bugs while dragging the connections between the components in Winery.
For example, HostedOn relationship between Azure Http Triggered Function and
Azure Platform, then the arrow was drifting away from my mouse a couple of times.
Other than that I overall like the web interface, specially that you can hide and show
different info in components, like Properties or Requirements&Capabilities.

GMT,
xOpera CLI

Actually, I liked the process. It was much more easier and convenient. Always there
is a point to improve but the problem is how to find it :D

GMT

As for the suggestions, I could have benefited, if there were some hints or even
validation of the naming conventions I used already on the winery side. I.e. do not
use "_" for storage account, etc.

GMT,
xOpera CLI I think it is quite alright now.

GMT,
xOpera CLI

For the xOpera CLI tool I would suggest adding some sort of progress indicator for
the deployment process that shows some percentage or some visual indication that
work is in progress and the process has not timed out. Currently it did not show any
progress besides the deploying and executing messages.

GMT
When connecting dependencies there was a small bug that the end of the arrow was
not aligned with the mouse.

GMT

I think the Winery interface could use some improvement (the left side bar). Also,
the name adding and checking is not very intuitive (you have to remember the
names of the nodes and the name requirements are not clearly presented
beforehand).

GMT Drag and drop was super slow. Infact, so slow, that it was hard to connect the nodes

GMT,
xOpera CLI From Winery call directly deployment of a template in xOpera.

GMT,
xOpera CLI No suggestions, it was relatively good to set up even for a first-timer

GMT,
xOpera CLI

It was actually quite convenient already (maybe because we had a simple task to
deploy and I didn't run into any issues). I am not a fan of the Winery UI though, I
think it can be improved to make it better to navigate and make it easier on the eye :)

GMT,
xOpera CLI

I don't have experience with other similar tools. I think maybe during the design of
the template, it is easier to automatically set the name of the storage account and the
name of the resource group based on the dependency between different components.
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GMT,
xOpera CLI I don't have any suggestions. They are doing great already.

GMT

The visual nodes size should be adjustable, longer names get sent on new lines and
hides the previous text. Other than that, this task was very simple and easy so no
further recommendations.

GMT

Very minor complaint about the Winery interface. The textboxes are too small so it
becomes very hard to read the values in component properties when the values
exceed some character limit. Also it would be cool if Winery could export not only
.csar files but also Terraform configuration files since TF is more mainstream and
widely adopted tool for this kind of automation. Maybe I am missing a point on use
cases of TOSCA specification :)

Textual feedback from students was mostly positive and mirrors the fact that a large percentage of
students solved the trials relatively fast. However, few of the feedback highlights usability issues
with RADON tools, indicating that there is still some room for improvement in user friendliness.
As the trials were run at the end of the project, we have passed the feedback along to the tool
owners.

Conclusions

The results show that using RADON significantly reduced the average (by 33.5%) and median (by
43%) time needed by students to deploy FaaS functions. Furthermore, we noticed that the standard
deviation of the time needed by the students to complete the application is less when RADON is
used. This aspect suggests that RADON facilitates serverless adoption and implementation.

These results allow RADON methodology to accomplish the KPIs set up at the beginning of the
project. Indeed, our experiments confirm that using RADON, it is possible to reduce the time
needed (i) to deploy the first running prototype and (ii) complete it by 20% compared to the
baseline demo application implementation. Considering that most of the efforts needed to complete
an application are related to the number of hours needed to complete the application, these results
suggest that using RADON is possible to reduce costs as well.

3.2 Imperial College London (IMP) trials of RADON tools

Performance engineering (60017) in the department of computing IMP aims at introducing
fundamental principles and techniques used in performance management of IT systems, including
stand-alone applications and distributed systems, e.g., running in the cloud. Instead of performing
experiments with microservices as last year, in the 2021 spring term of this module, we design the
coursework to test the cold starts in FaaS. In this way, it is possible to explore the practicability and
effectiveness of using RADON tools for serverless deployment. We provide students with a brief
guide for TOSCA yaml, xOpera orchestrator and Ansible playbooks in the coursework
specification. Students are asked to deploy serverless functions with both manual and automatic
deployment with RADON tools. During the experiments, students need to time themselves,
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including distinguishing the “learning time” and the “deployment time”. Most students define the
“learning time” as the time they spent on getting familiar with the pre-requirements for the
coursework, like the cloud platform and xOpera. The “deployment time” refers to the actual time
for the deploying process. These two types of times can provide students insight into why automatic
deployment is required especially for carrying out multiple performance testing of serverless
functions.

There are 94 students in the course 60017 and individual submissions or groups of 2 students are
accepted. In total, we got 70 reports to assess.

Coursework design

The coursework for Performance engineering aims to experiment with DevOps-style deployment
automation, which is nowadays important to accelerate load testing exercises and carry out basic
performance tests of functions running in the cloud, either inside VMs or on a serverless platform,
both hosted on Microsoft Azure.

We provide the github repository of the coursework, including a specification, codes for serverless
functions (style-transfer machine learning models) and ansible playbooks. Since our objective of
the coursework is to help students get a sense of cold starts in serverless with RADON
orchestration tools, we keep the instruments of codes for students as simple as possible. We design
5 tasks for the coursework as follows.

● Task 1: Deploy a serverless function manually. Create the function app manually on the
portal, then deploy serverless function using Azure function core tool command and launch
a http call to verify.

● Task 2: Deploy a serverless function automatically. Instead of deploying manually on the
portal, in the second task, students need to repeat the activity with xOpera and interpolate
the time to carry out N performance testing experiments with the manual deployment
approach versus with automated deployment and determine the gain of deployment
automation. To automate the deployment, students needed to run RADON xOpera cli. They
would instrument the input yaml file to configure their resource group, storage account and
the information for their serverless function.

● Task 3: Locust load testing. Use a load testing tool Locust to perform load testing and plot
the mean response time with a single user.

● Task 4: Testing on VM based deployment. Stress test the function on VM until obtaining the
maximum throughput for a large number of users and record the maximum number of users.

● Task 5: Comparing Azure VM vs Azure Functions deployments. Use the maximum number
of users from task 4 and compare the response time of the serverless Azure Function to a
response time obtained with the Azure VM deployment.
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Results

The statistics of learning time and deployment time for both manual and automatic deployment is
shown in Table 3.2.1. First, it can be seen from the table that the learning time for manual
deployment is much greater than the learning time for automatic deployment. This is because
students usually spent much time learning the basics of the coursework and operating Azure in the
first task, and when they tried the automatic deployment, they only needed to learn about xOpera
and ansible playbooks. For the deployment time, we can see obviously that automation saves
students time on deployment.

Table 3.2.1: Statistical comparison between manual and automatic deployment
Manual deployment without RADON Automatic deployment with RADON

Learning time (min) Deployment time (min) Learning time (min) Deployment time (min)

Average 24.05 15.33 09.82 11.07
Median 13.40 13.93 06.28 11.30
Max 180.00 43.00 40.67 18.38

The distribution of the time taken in both cases is corroborated by Figures 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. Figure
3.2.1 shows the histogram of the learning times of students and Figure 3.2.2 shows the histogram of
the deployment times in both cases.

Figure 3.2.1: Histogram of learning time in both deployment cases (manual = without RADON, automated
= with RADON).
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Figure 3.2.2: Histogram of deployment time in both cases (manual = without RADON, automated = with
RADON).

Conclusions

From performing tests with RADON orchestrator tools, students give their feedback on comparison
manual deployment to automatic deployment. In order to manually deploy, there are lots of custom
parameters needed to be passed to the deployment command. In the case of automated deployment,
these parameters are saved in a YAML file, which enables easy deployment. Additionally, this has
the benefit of being able to be tracked through Version Control systems, and easily shared with
teammates. From their experience, the manual deployment approach was overall harder than the
automated one and more prone to errors. Objectively speaking, automatic deployment using xOpera
saves time and effort compared to manual deployment using native Azure CLI commands.

Overall, the conclusions are qualitatively similar to the ones obtained from the experiments
performed on the UTR test group and equally support the KPIs.

3.3 Feedbacks arising from RADON-SODALITE cross-validation

The RADON and SODALITE participants had run a cross-validation exercise to comment on the
strengths and weaknesses of their frameworks, centering on the tools used in the
RADON-SODALITE joint use case. We here report the validation feedback received for the
RADON tools from the SODALITE project members (units: ATOS, CERTH, HLRS). These
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feedbacks expose strengths and limitations of the final RADON framework and a roadmap for
future work.

3.3.1 Graphical Modelling Tool (GMT)

The following directions of evolving the GMT in the future were identified based on the feedback
obtained from the members of the SODALITE consortium:

● Enhancing the extensibility guidelines and documentation. To simplify adoption of the
GMT, it was extended to support XML and YAML versions of the specification using a
canonical model that unifies both versions. One direction is to enhance the documentation
on how canonical model can be adjusted to support future version of the specification.

● Adding support for other repository formats. In its current form, GMT works with the
file-based repository format, supporting handling multiple repositories simultaneously. One
direction to consider is to enable working with other repository formats, e.g., using a
relational database instead of a file-based repository, which could be beneficial for
implementing complex search queries to explore available modeling constructs.

● Adding support for other modeling languages. GMT enables working with TOSCA models
graphically. One direction which can be considered is to add the same modeling experience
for other IaC modeling languages such as Ansible.

● GUI enhancements. GMT enables searching modeling constructs using name- and
namespace-based search. ADding more types of search is another possibility to enhance the
modeling experience in GMT. Further, the ability to edit text documents (as in IDE) directly
from the GMT could be another possible enhancement for GMT.

3.3.2 RADON Particles

The following feedback about the RADON Particles repository was obtained from the members of
the SODALITE consortium:

● RADON Particles provides a clear and concise way to organize TOSCA-based models. In
Particular, the separation of different types and namespaces is very intuitive and easy to
navigate. Further, the way implementation artifacts are stored (bound to the corresponding
TOSCA models), facilitates the reuse and extension of existing artifacts.

● Consider adding and updating the status badges in the RADON Particles, to indicate which
models are executable, and which can only be used in abstract models.

3.2.3 RADON Data pipelines

Feedback given by SODALITE participants:
● Data pipelines were tested in regards to data migration between HPC and AWS. The initial

dataset with subdirectory structure did not work. It was not clear that subdirectories were
not supported, and that it currently only works with non-recursive file structure. Support for
recursive directories should be added.
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● S3 related node types should also support subdirectories.
● If a person wants to extend data pipeline node types, they need to use the NiFi web interface

to create and export software artifacts. This is not ideal as it requires additional NifI
knowledge. It would be beneficial if some other methods could be defined in TOSCA to
generate the template based on user requirements.

● Documentation should state more clearly what are the limitations and assumptions (eg no
directories)

● The abstract hierarchical structure of TOSCA data pipeline node types works well. It scales
designing new node types well as it reduces the duplication of TOSCA elements and is
intuitive as the user knows what needs to be added.

3.3.4 xOpera Orchestration

The tool is jointly developed both in RADON and SODALITE and it was effective in supporting
the joint work. Some takeaways on the current solution and ideas for future directions have been
identified:

● RADON's formal approach to requirements for xOpera allowed it to extend the features of
the orchestrator with relationships and other features that were helpful to SODALITE as an
uptaker side.

● The template library helpers in xOperaSaaS at https://template-library-xopera.xlab.si/ could
not automatically pick-up the hybrid compute platform types as they are generated manually
at the moment. In the future the tool could try to generate this documentation automatically.

● It would be useful to extend the TOSCA feature support in specific areas, for example the
required/not required properties in the interface operations. These could be expanded as
sometimes they are asked by the orchestrator even if the standard does not require them,
strictly speaking. For example, "not required" should be handled by recognizing the
property assignment required=false.
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4 Validation and Impact of RADON Tools in Industrial Use Cases
This section presents the validation activities for RADON tools performed in the context of three
RADON industrial use cases.

4.1 ATC Use Case

The ATC use case refers to the travel and tourism industry, and in the context of the RADON
project, it aims to provide a testbed for validating the concepts and the tools that RADON is
delivering to a number of stakeholders being involved in the development of FaaS-enabled
serverless computing applications. This use case is based on the commercial offering of ATC in the
travel and tourism industry, which is called Viarota , and it delivers a mobile application that assists
tourists in a destination to automatically or manually set up personalized city break tours. The
application allows the tourists to exploit profile data and preferences, with respect to preferred
categories of places to visit, means of transport and visit duration, then it handles in the backend all
user requests and runs algorithms for matching the available places to visit with the preferences of
the tourists and considers a number of temporal, social and geographical constraints to propose
which is the best tour that personalizes the tourist’s experience in the specific destination.
Eventually, the tourists can get short descriptions and ratings of the places proposed in their
personalised tours, based on the analysis of experiences for past visitors based on a synthesized
workflow, in which the Viarota platform integrates the information collected from various sources,
such as travel blogs and the social media, and it uses AI to extract experiences lived in specific
places.

4.1.1 Business Goals

In order to validate the benefits of the DevOps framework proposed by the RADON project, ATC
applied the principles of serverless computing paradigm (or else, the “RADON methodology”) to:

● Partially refactor the initial monolithic architecture (leading to potential bottlenecks) of the
Viarota app (a personalized tour planning solution)

● Enhance the functionality of the app, by introducing a multi-cloud ML pipeline related to
providing qualitative information on the Points of Interest (POIs) included in a user’s
personalized tour planning.

○ This type of information derives from content aggregated from the Twitter API
(focused crawling).

○ Contextual mining on text coming from the Twitter streams, allows the Viarota user
to better understand the social sentiment around the places he/she intends to visit.

○ The hate speech detection FaaS component addressed the need for moderation
capabilities on the incoming content.
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4.1.2 Use Case Scenarios

The Viarota use case implements solutions for personalized city tour planning. The core
functionality of the application is based on a route calculation algorithm that combines information
in the form of POIs (Points of interest). The initial monolithic architecture is shown in Figure
4.1.2.1. The route calculation service is a memory and CPU intensive component that in
conjunction with the monolithic architecture is considered a potential bottleneck. In the context of
RADON, the ATC DevOps team managed to refactor the initial architecture and introduce
serverless components so as to benefit from features like self-scaling, self-healing, minimised costs
and more.

Figure 4.1.2.1: Initial monolithic architecture

Apart from that, a new feature has been implemented following the RADON methodology. The
new feature aims to provide the end user with additional information about what is discussed in the
Twitter social media channels about the places included in the tour of interest and also with what
polarity (positive/negative/neutral). This functionality is implemented as a multi cloud NLP/ML
pipeline, as it is shown in Figure 4.1.2.2. The social feedback analysis feature is composed of
serverless components hosted on the FaaS runtimes of different cloud vendors (AWS, GCP and
Azure).
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Figure 4.1.2.2: Viarota multi cloud NLP/ML pipeline

It is worth mentioning that the integration of the various functions is based on the TOSCA support
for storage triggered functions. This way the NLP/ML pipeline is fully event driven, benefiting
from better scalability and fault tolerance. The need for inter cloud integration is addressed by
modeling and linking together cloud storage runtimes (AWS S3, GCP Cloud Storage and Azure
Blob Storage) between different cloud platforms.

A summarization of the challenges that the Viarota development team faced while validating the
RADON framework follows:

● The need to introduce NLP/ML services (i.e. named entities extraction, sentiment analysis,
hate speech detection) in the core functionality of the Viarota application implies that dev
teams of different profiles have to work together in a collaborative way. By different profiles
we refer to familiarity with different technology stacks (familiar with AWS vs GCP
services, familiar with Java vs Python) and processes (pure dev vs more DevOps oriented).

● The avoidance of any possible vendor lock-in is prioritized. The fact that one dev team
builds ML models with GCP related services/frameworks should not be an obstacle while
integrating components with the dev team that works on AWS related services/frameworks.

● Ideally, it should not be required for any dev team to know in depth the particularities of the
cloud storage technologies that the other dev team uses to persist the analysis results. Any
data and/or analysis results should be flowing between the cross-cloud hosted Viarota
functions without significant effort (data lock-in avoidance).

4.1.3 Validation and Impact Analysis

To effectively validate the RADON methodology on the Viarota use case, various validation
workflows have been defined (i.e. the Decomposition Workflow is shown in Figure 4.1.3.1). Each
validation workflow involves more than one tool from the RADON toolkit that jointly affects a
different aspect of the Viarota application development. Some of the RADON tools are present in
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almost all the workflows due to the core role they pose in the RADON methodology. For example,
the GMT is used everywhere since it is essential for modelling the functions deployment, the event
emitting components or any policies (testing, monitoring/scaling, decomposition) configuration.
Also, the xOpera orchestration tool is required everywhere since the need to deploy the TOSCA
models implemented by a TOSCA compatible runtime is needed in all cases.

Figure 4.1.3.1: Viarota decomposition workflow

Specifically, the validation workflows refer to:

● Verification Workflow: Model, detect and correct inconsistencies related to non functional
requirements of the Viarota application.

● Decomposition Workflow: Suggest optimal deployment configuration.

● Continuous Testing Workflow: Perform load testing.

● CI/CD Workflow: Automate the build, test and deployment needs of the Viarota application.

● Monitoring Workflow: Monitor the runtime resource consumption, get alerts and scale if
thresholds are reached.
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4.1.3.1 Graphical Modeling Tool (GMT)

The Viarota service templates are modelled using the GMT that exposes the various node
definitions, implemented in the RADON Particles repository, in a graphical UI. The Viarota models
are shown in Figures 4.1.3.1.1 and 4.1.3.1.2 that follows. The first one refers to the refactored part
of the initial architecture while the second refers to the social feedback analysis pipeline, the feature
that is fully implemented in the context of RADON.

Figure 4.1.3.1.1: Model of refactored architecture

Many iterations of validating the Viarota models have been executed since it requires validating
TOSCA node and relationship definitions that span multiple cloud environments. Although the
RADON Particles repository is continuously updated, the GMT stays stable and consistent due to
the tool owner’s efforts to extensively test any new changes/updates.

Figure 4.1.3.1.2: Model of social feedback analysis feature
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The various policies used in the Viarota models (decomposition, testing, scaling) are also exposed
by the GMT and this is the place where they get configured. This way, the generated blueprints are
self-contained and directly executable by the xOpera orchestrator.

4.1.3.2 Continuous Testing Tool (CTT)

The Viarota social analysis feature consumes content from the Twitter streams, which can
potentially lead to unexpected ingestion peaks. Based on the popularity of the crawling keywords,
burst events can happen at any time resulting in fluctuations on the ingestion rate. The functions
that compose the social analysis pipeline benefit from the self scaling nature of FaaS instances but
this is limited to the concurrency level configured. The CTT allows the evaluation of the throughput
of the Viarota application whenever new changes are integrated in the pipeline functions codebase.

To achieve this, a load testing policy is attached to the Viarota TOSCA models so as to simulate
how the Viarota application behaves under conditions of high ingestion rate. Although in a typical
load testing scenario, the load is injected on the application’s REST API endpoints, in the context of
serverless the load has to be injected on the triggering storage bucket. The testing policy references
the required testing infrastructure that relies on a JMeter instance hosted on an AWS EC2 instance,
packaged as a TOSCA service template as it is shown in Figure 4.1.3.2.1.

Figure 4.1.3.2.1: Viarota testing infrastructure

The test report generated (as it is shown in Figures 4.1.3.2.2 and 4.1.3.2.3) shows that by injecting a
load of Twitter items with a rate of 100 items/min, the processing taking place in the Viarota ML
functions has a response time of ~94 msecs as a percentage in the 90% of the observations.
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Figure 4.1.3.2.2: Viarota load testing statistics

The results observed show that the mean response time achieved is in an accepted range and cannot
result in a bad user experience.

Figure 4.1.3.2.3: Response time over time

4.1.3.3 Decomposition Tool (DT)

Performance is considered a key requirement for the Viarota application. Having a tool that takes
into account performance requirements and suggests the optimal deployment configuration for the
Viarota serverless components, is of high importance. For this reason, a decomposition policy
(MeanTotalResponseTime) is attached to the Viarota TOSCA model that sets an upper bound of
5ms on the total mean response time for the NLP pipeline processing (it is applied on the AWS
hosted part of the pipeline). This refers to the time spent beginning from the input S3 bucket to the
output S3 bucket including the Lambda functions (the NER and POS functions) and the
intermediate bucket.

Applying the decomposition analysis, resulted in minimizing the operating costs with respect to the
optimal concurrency level and the memory usage of the Lambdas involved. Specifically, the
optimal suggested memory setting for the NER function is 512Mb of RAM and the optimal
suggested reserved concurrency level is 41 while for the POS function, the respective values are
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576 MB of RAM and 37 for the concurrency limit (see Figure 4.1.3.3.1). The decomposition
analysis results were validated by simulating an expected workload of 5 items/sec rate.

The memory configurations suggested by the DT are as double as the initial settings showcasing
that the initial setup is actually insufficient for handling an increased request rate. Although the
Viarota DevOps team can perform benchmarking iterations to find an approximately good enough
memory configuration that would be a manual and error prone process. The situation however is
more tricky when the concurrency limit configurations are taken into account. Since the
provisioned concurrency is subject to costs, having a tool that indicates optimal values can help
avoiding unexpected costs.

Figure 4.1.3.3.1: Cost based optimal configuration

The DT in addition to suggesting the optimal deployment setup it also computes the expected cost.
For the functions that it is applied on, the cost estimation is ~2.2$ per hour. This allows the Viarota
application to be published with personalised models of delivery, given that different clients may
have different performance requirements.
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Figure 4.1.3.3.2: Cost based optimal configuration

4.1.3.4 Monitoring Tool (MonT)

During the last validation period, the focus was on enhancing the Viarota FaaS instances with
auto-scaling capabilities. The auto-scaling functionality relies on the Monitoring tool in conjunction
with the xOpera SaaS orchestrator. It is used to trigger a scale up operation by adjusting the
memory settings since the scaling out operation is inherently handled by the concurrency level of
the functions.

For this purpose, a scaling policy of type radon.interfaces.scaling.ScaleUp is configured and
attached to the Viarota model. The policy sets upper bound thresholds for the FaaS memory
consumption. Once the Viarota model is deployed the Monitoring tool, starts to monitor the
resource consumption and if a violation occurs (and it is constantly thrown for 5 minutes) an alert is
generated that triggers a scale up event on the opera SaaS callback endpoint, as it is shown in
Figure 4.1.3.4.1.

Figure 4.1.3.4.1: Scale up events generated on xOpera SaaS
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The xOpera SaaS orchestrator then increases the function’s memory settings and redeploys the
function with the adjusted configuration. The default action is to redouble the memory configured
but providing a custom formula is also supported. The monitoring visualization dashboard provides
a way to observe when a violation occurs, as it is shown in Figure 4.1.3.4.2.

Figure 4.1.3.4.2: A memory threshold violation triggers an alert

The Viarota application clearly benefits from the extended scaling capabilities in the serverless
ecosystem by eliminating any possible bottlenecks. It not only relies on the self scaling nature of
the public cloud FaaS runtimes based on the configured concurrency limit (scale out) but it also
exploits the auto-scaling support through the RADON scaling policies (scale up). Moreover, by
using the decomposition policies the optimal deployment configuration is achieved.

4.1.3.5 Verification Tool (VT)

The Viarota DevOps team introduced the Verification Tool (VT) as part of the validation workflows
in order to model, verify and correct non functional constraints in the Viarota FaaS architecture at
design time, ensuring that the desired quality characteristics of the application are met at runtime.
The focus is in imposing constraints with regard to the EC2 instance types used in the Viarota
model. AWS EC2 instances are used as part of the integration with the Data Pipelines and the
Monitoring tools. Specifically, the DPT relies on the Apache Nifi framework to be hosted on EC2
while the MonT relies on the Prometheus PushGateway. Possible misconfiguration on the EC2
instance type can potentially result in either decreased performance or inessential costs. For
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example, using an EC2 instance type for Nifi deployment smaller than t2.small (1 vCPU - 2 Gb
memory) impacts the performance of the data flows between the different cloud providers.
Moreover, using an EC2 instance type bigger than t2.medium (2 vCPUs - 4 Gb memory) for the
PushGateway deployment binds more resource capacity that is required, incurring thus excessive
costs.

Being able to verify such constraints and correct possible inconsistencies at design time increases
the quality of the Viarota application. The constraints described are expressed using the RADON
Constraint Definition Language (CDL). The inconsistencies defined are actually definitions of an
undesirable condition, i.e. ec2_node_too_small, as it is shown in the CDL script that follows.

import "nlp-pipeline_w1-wip2.csar" : "_definitions/steIgeneral__nlp-pipeline_w1-wip2.tosca"
[node,type,instance_type];

# This selects all nodes of type “radon.nodes.VM.EC2” and puts them in the set ec2_nodes.

ec2_nodes ::= $N : $N.type = radon.nodes.VM.EC2;

# This is the set of all sizes which are permitted.

permitted_sizes = {

"t2.small",

"t2.medium",

"t2.large",

"t2.xlarge",

"t2.2xlarge"

};

# In this case, each instance of the inconsistency below is a node n, of type radon.nodes.VM.EC2,
which has an instance type that is not in the set of permitted sizes.

INCONSISTENCY ec2_node_too_small {

n <- ec2_nodes;

# n’s instance type is not in the set of permitted sizes.

ASSERT(NOT permitted_sizes.includes(n.properties.instance_type));

};

# which properties to display in the output of the VT.

@show n;

@show n.properties.instance_type;
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The Viarota iteratively runs verification analysis tasks and corrects any inconsistencies detected
prior to deployment, as it is shown in Figure 4.1.3.5.1.

Figure 4.1.3.5.1: Quality related inconsistencies detected by the VT analysis on the Viarota app

4.1.3.6 Οrchestrator (xOpera)

The xOpera orchestrator CLI version has been validated through many iterations during the
development of the Viarota models. It provisions the required infrastructure (EC2 instances, docker
runtimes, AWS S3/GCP Cloud/Azure Blob storages), it applies the asynchronous invocation
configuration (AWS/GCP/Azure triggers) and it handles the functions deployment
(AWS/GCP/Azure FaaS instances). During the last validation period, the SaaS version of the
xOpera orchestrator was also validated. xOpera SaaS provides support for secure access keys
management.

Moreover, the xOpera SaaS provides support for configuring auto-scaling on the Viarota FaaS
instances. When the Monitoring tool detects a memory threshold violation, it sends an alert
notification on a xOpera SaaS predefined endpoint that automatically triggers a function
redeployment with updated memory configuration, based on the scaling policy attached to the
Viarota service templates. It is important to highlight the fact that the xOpera orchestrator
eliminates the need to know multiple vendor specific technologies in order for the ATC DevOps
team to effectively deploy a multi cloud application stack.

4.1.3.7 Data Pipelines (DP) Tool

The Viarota social feedback analysis feature relies on storage triggered functions to integrate
functions hosted on the same cloud provider while it relies on the DP tool to integrate functions
across different cloud providers. All functions are configured to publish their results as events to a
cloud storage while at the same time the cloud storages act as event sources to trigger other
functions. This way, the DP tool makes possible to implement an integration layer across different
FaaS runtimes i.e. AWS, GCP and Azure, without necessarily knowing in depth any cloud provider
specific particularities or complexities.

The DP TOSCA nodes that were used to configure the across cloud provider integration layers, as it
is shown in Figure 4.1.3.7.1, are:

● Nifi: an instance of Apache Nifi framework that allows the automation of data flows
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● ConsS3Bucket: a configuration that allows to consume events from an AWS S3 bucket
● PubGCS: a configuration that allows to publish events to a GCP cloud storage bucket
● ConsGCSBucket: a configuration that allows to consume events from a GCP cloud storage

bucket
● PubsAzureBlob: a configuration that allows to publish events to an Azure blob storage

bucket

Figure 4.1.3.7.1: Viarota data pipeline model

The cloud storages are linked together using the DP TOSCA relationship ConnectNifiLocal by
means of replicating the event notifications (i.e. s3:ObjectCreated:Put) and the corresponding
storage data items. The data pipelines underlying stack is hosted on an AWS EC2 instance and it
relies on a docker runtime. The Nifi web dashboard, see Figure 4.1.3.7.2 that follows, depicts the
data flows between the configured cloud storages.
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Figure 4.1.3.7.2: Nifi web dashboard

The Viarota application is benefited by the DP tool by achieving cloud portability with minimal
interruption or disruption. Moreover, vendor lock-in avoidance is achieved since it allows
synchronization of data flows across different cloud environments by hiding any low level,
platform specific complexities.

4.1.3.8 Continuous Integration/Continuous Deployment Tool (CI/CD)

The CI/CD tool allowed the Viarota DevOps team to successfully automate the execution of build
pipelines that integrate the various RADON tools. The script templates provided by the tool
owners, are customised to meet the needs of the Viarota application. Web hooks have been
configured on the Viarota private Git repositories that trigger a new build pipeline execution
whenever a pull request event happens. Figure 4.1.3.8.1 depicts the build execution output on the
multi cloud NLP/AI pipeline. The deployment of the functions and the provisioning of the required
infrastructure is executed with the xOpera orchestrator CLI version.

Figure 4.1.3.8.1: Viarota Jenkins pipeline
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The Viarota build scripts are extended to also include the CTT execution. It is configured to spawn
a new CTT instance and trigger the execution of the load testing policy attached to the Viarota
NLP/AI pipeline, as it is shown in Figure 4.1.3.8.2.

Figure 4.1.3.8.2: Jenkins pipeline script for CTT

4.1.4 Discussion

The table that follows summarizes the level of fulfilment of the technical KPIs regarding the ATC
use case.

Table 4.1.1: Summary of achieved Goals for ATC Use Case

Goal Status of validation Goal achieved

To demonstrate the ability of the RADON
tools to model the environment of the
Viarota application and identify >=10 new
serverless functions and microservices.

The refactoring of the route calculator
service resulted in 3 serverless functions
while the social feedback analysis feature
resulted in 7 functions.

Yes

To demonstrate the ability of the RADON
tools to fully design, orchestrate and

2 cross-cloud data pipelines are
orchestrated based on the source vendor.
One that consumes events from AWS and

Yes
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monitor the lifecycle of >=5 data pipelines
in the resulting prototype of this use case.

publishes them to GCP and another that
consumes from GCP and publishes them
to Azure. 1 cross-cloud data pipeline that
spans all 3 public cloud environments is
orchestrated based on the customer needs.
There are also 2 data pipelines that
implement intra-cloud communication
between FaaS instances hosted on AWS
and GCP cloud environments
respectively. The insta-cloud
communication is based on storage
triggered functions.

To demonstrate the ability of the RADON
tools to design and operate >=1
cross-cloud data pipelines consisting of at
least three different RADON-supported
FaaS
platforms.

The social feedback analysis feature is
implemented as a multi cloud data
pipeline that spans 3 public FaaS
runtimes. It is composed of a cross-cloud
data pipeline between AWS and GCP and
another between GCP and Azure.

Yes

>=1 characterization study of the
responsiveness of the modelling
environment in the
presence of 2 concurrent teams in using the
RADON modelling environment.

2 development teams with different
profiles worked on implementing the
social feedback analysis feature. The first
one has a strong AI/ML skill set and is
more familiar with GCP related AI
frameworks like Tensorflow. The second
one is more DevOps oriented and there is
a strong relation to the AWS platform and
its services. Regardless of the different
profiles both dev teams managed to work
in parallel and synchronize their work
through the RADON IDE and the
workspaces that it supports. The joint
collaboration of both teams is smooth and
effective even if they implement functions
on different runtimes since the RADON
framework hides any vendor specific
particularities.

Yes

Implementing the ATC Use Case helped us rebuild the Viarota application, structure it around the
serverless architecture, profit from the RADON methodology and FaaS functions, on the way to
replace a monolithic application with a FaaS-based updated application. The overall benefit for the
ATC development group is even wider, since the new development techniques were endorsed by
more members of the team and applied in a wide range of development occasions.
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At the same time, the above contributed to highlight the core elements of the RADON business
value. In more detail, we achieved benefits in the form of:

● Reduction of Operation Costs, profiting from the fact that effort for code maintenance and
bug fixing is less in comparison to previous architecture and policy, implemented by means
of a full deployment for each client. Also, a dynamic pay-as-you-go pricing schema can be
used and result in reduction of cloud hosting charges.

● Reduction of technical implementation overhead, since the use of RADON tools,
contributed to analyze the originally used monolithic architecture in its structural
components, examine dependencies and realign it to SaaS architecture using serverless
topology. Important suggestions were also provided related to optimal deployment
configuration of the application, saving a significant amount of development time and
technical implementation overheads, thus enabling a smoother transition to the FaaS
architecture.

● Avoidance of vendor lock-in was demonstrated, by using the Data Pipelines Tool, the ATC
development team managed to handle data among various deployments which reside across
various Cloud installations of Amazon Cloud, Azure Cloud, and Google Cloud and included
those data in our application functionalities. In all cases, this was realized without the need
to use a specific tool of the corresponding vendor of each Cloud deployment, demonstrating
thus the avoidance of vendor lock-in and reduction of technical implementation overhead
that the RADON methodology achieves.

● Reduction of Time-To-Market was achieved in an unquestionable manner, since RADON
development in terms of our Use Case, demonstrated significant improvement in all
parameters related with work allocation and developers’ effort/time consumed. Specifically,
the migration of Viarota application to FaaS Architecture outlined the results of reduced
development/deployment time, reduced maintenance effort, faster and suggestion-driven
process to realign monolithic architecture to FaaS topology and in general reduced technical
implementation overheads. Last but not least, the way to exploit the reusability of functions
of FaaS architecture and to create Data Pipeline connections among different Cloud vendors
were highlighted, in the context of the ATC Use case. Taking into account the improvements
above, reduction to the Time to Market of our products is indisputable, no matter which
method we select to calculate it.

4.2 ENG Use Case

The objective of this section is to present a summary of the validation activities executed in the
context of ENG use case along with updates about the latest developments done during the final
period of the project.
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Overall ENG was able to validate the capability of the RADON tools and methodology to support
the adoption of the FaaS model into two pre-existing solutions: SARA (in the domain of Ambient
Assisted Living) and CloE-IoT (a platform supporting IoT requirements).

During the final part of the project the ENG use case focused mainly two objectives:

● To extend the use case to parts of the SARA system that were considered out of scope at the
beginning of the project. In particular, the experience we have developed with the TOSCA
Standard, suggested us to adopt it to increase the automation of the management of the ROS
(Robotic Operating System) components utilized by SARA. Using some of the tools
developed by RADON (i.e., GMT, Orchestrator and DPT) we developed a collection of
TOSCA particles for the Robotic Operating System.

● To refine the SARA and CloE-IoT models, we have developed during the project. In
particular we focused on a better formalization of the security requirements and the
finalization of the load test policies for the CTT.

4.2.1 Business Goals

Applications in the domain of IoT are indicated among the ones that can benefit from the adoption
of the FaaS programming model. Starting with this assumption, the ENG use case aimed to evaluate
the capacity of the RADON tools to deal with development of a solution in the domain of Ambient
Assisted Living and involving an event-driven environment consisting of robotic and
Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices.

SARA is the name of the solution, which provides health monitoring and (socially interactive)
assistance in daily living tasks to the elderly (and their caregivers) at home, in order to prolong
autonomy and delay institutionalization of elderly.

More specifically the aims of the use case developed by ENG were to demonstrate RADON’s
ability:

● To model the SARA environment and add >=20 new serverless functions triggered by IoT
events.

● To orchestrate and configure software on >=3 IoT devices in the SARA environment.

● To define and automatically configure >=5 access control roles and >=8 security and
privacy rules in the SARA environment.

4.1.2 Use Case Scenarios

The SARA system is designed to provide assistance to the elderly (and their caregivers) through
Assistive Tasks (AT) falling in four areas of intervention: physical decline prevention and therapy,
cognitive decline prevention, health management, and psychological needs.
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In the context of the project, ENG utilized the RADON tools and methodology for the
re-engineering of two assistive tasks of SARA: the Fall Management AT and the Gait Analysis AT.

In order to provide the aforementioned functionalities, the SARA system coordinates the following
computing nodes: a Smart Phone that acts as hub of a Body Area Network (BAN) of wearables
(e.g. sensors and identification tags carried or worn on the patient’s person) for fall detection, fall
risk assessment and other mobility related data; a Robotic Rollator (RR) providing physical support
for the patient and offering patient monitoring and autonomous navigation capabilities; a Robotic
Assistant (RA) connected to a network of embedded devices and services for monitoring the
patient’s activities, health status and for supporting the notification/reminder of upcoming
treatments (e.g. medication, training schedules); a Smart Environment Gateway acting as a hub of
smart devices embedded in the local physical environment in support of patient monitoring and
rollator navigation functions.

The RADON framework and its tools are applied to the SARA distributed application mainly to
achieve the following goals:

● to accelerate the delivery and update of services in the heterogeneous IoT devices of the
SARA environment;

● to optimize the deployment of the IoT middleware underlying SARA in order to increase its
capacity;

● to deliver the intended security, performance and reliability requirements in this IoT
environment.

4.2.3 Validation and Impact Analysis

The objective of the ENG use case was the evaluation of the RADON tools and Methodology in the
context of the development of a FaaS-based implementation of the SARA solution, starting from an
existing prototype built using a mix of traditional and micro-services approach. The FaaS-based
implementation of S-SARA was codenamed S-SARA.

The target FaaS platform selected for hosting the SARA functions was OpenFaaS. The main reason
for this choice was the possibility to deploy an OpenFaaS instance also on field devices (e.g.
Robotic Rollator, Smart Environment Gateway) part of the SARA solution.

To achieve its objective the validation process proceeded through four major phases:

● review of the existing design of SARA and identification of the functionalities suitable to be
deployed as FaaS. This phase gave us the chance to validate the RADON Decomposition
tool.

● The technologies for the implementation of services and microservices in the original
SARA were Apache Tomcat and Spring Boot. In the context of development of S-SARA, it
was decided to move to the Apache Vert.x framework (a framework for the development of
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reactive applications on the JVM) for the implementation of the functions managed by
OpenFaaS. This decision required the re-implementation of the handlers connecting the
selected FaaS infrastructure (OpenFaaS) with the pre-existing code of SARA. This part was
developed without the support of any RADON tool;

● authoring and validation of the RADON TOSCA models representing the artifacts (Docker
containers) implementing S-SARA (e.g. service templates, constraints descriptions). This
phase was supported by the Graphical Modeling Tool (GMT), the Verification Tool (VT),
and Defect Prediction Tool (DPT). In particular, we have used the VT for validating the
collection of security and privacy policies of S-SARA, the DPT for assessing the quality of
the Ansible scripts used for the configuration of ROS (Robotic Operating System) nodes of
S-SARA.

● packaging and deployment on the target physical infrastructure (field devices and cloud
servers) of the S-SARA artifacts (Docker containers). In this phase, the GMT was used to
create the CSAR for S-SARA, the RADON Orchestrator to deploy this CSAR on the target
infrastructure and the Continuous Testing Tool to test the S-SARA.

4.2.3.1 Graphical Modeling Tool

The RADON GMT served to create the TOSCA service template models of S-SARA and
CloE-IoT. By means of “point-and-click” graphical interaction supported by the GMT was possible
to produce the TOSCA models of both the serverless version of CloE-IoT services and S-SARA
assistive tasks. The creation of these models was achieved using an iterative approach starting with
the initial TOSCA models produced by means of the RADON DT.

More specifically, in the context of the development of S-SARA, the GMT was utilized for:

● the production of the TOSCA models of the previous (non serverless) version of
CloE-IoT/SARA. These models represented the input for the RADON Decomposition Tool.

● the iterative refining of the models representing the serverless versions of both SARA and
CloE-IoT.

● the integration of the Ansible scripts describing the behavior of the TOSCA templates for
ROS nodes and stacks.

● the production of the CSAR archives for the deployment of S-SARA and Serveless
CloE-IoT by means of the RADON Orchestrator.

4.2.3.2 Verification Tool

Prior to the adoption of RADON the security and privacy requirements for SARA were not
formalized and only expressed in natural language. Using the RADON Constraints Description
Language (CDL) it was possible to formalize the SARA security and privacy requirements. This
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formalization enabled the use of the RADON Verification Tool for the verification of the
consistency of the requirements against the TOSCA models of S-SARA.

The following is an example S-SARA security constraints expressed using the RADON CDL:

import <policy.cdl>;

node1.policy.roles = {
patient,
caregiver,
doctor,
technician
};

# People
people = [person1, person2, person3];
person1.name = "Dr Alice";
person1.roles = {doctor, patient};
person1.doctors = {2};
person2.name = "Dr Bob";
person2.roles = {doctor};

person3.name = "Charlie";
person3.roles = {patient};
person3.doctors = {1, 2};

#
# C3: It must be ensured that data generated by a field device (e.g. a Robotic Rollator) is stored
#     in the health record of the owner of that Device.
#
node1.policy.definitions = {
(
FORALL($E:events,

EXISTS($R:requests,
( ($R.data=$E.payload)
AND ($E.source.owner=$R.resource.owner)
AND ($R.resource.type=phr))

)
)
) ? (request.decision = accept) : (request.decision = reject)
};

# Events
events={event1, event2};

event1.payload=blood_pressure;
event1.source.owner=person1;

event2.payload=temperature;
event2.source.owner=person1;

# Requests
requests = {
request1,
request2
};

request1.policy_node = node1;
request1.data=blood_pressure;
request1.resource.owner=person1;
request1.resource.type=phr;
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request1.expected_decision = accept;

request2.policy_node = node1;
request2.data=temperature;
request2.resource.owner=person1;
request2.resource.type=phr;
request2.expected_decision = accept;

4.2.3.3 Decomposition Tools

The RADON Decomposition Tool served the process of identification of the operations to be
deployed as OpenFaaS functions in S-SARA/CloE-IoT.

The process started with the description of CloE-IoT as a monolithic function: we described a web
application containing all the operations from the ten services provided by CloE-IoT.

We then used the Decomposition Tool to obtain a first decomposition in terms of microservices.
This first decomposition was reviewed by the designers of CloE-IoT.

During a second phase, each microservice confirmed by the CloE-IoT designers was further
decomposed into functions using again the Decomposition Tool.

4.2.3.4 Defect Prediction Tool

The RADON Defect Prediction Tool helped to increase the degree of automation for the
deployment of S-SARA. In particular DPT was used to continuously monitor the quality of the
Ansible scripts developed to automate the configuration of S-SARA.

The SARA solution relies on the services offered by the Robotic Operating System (ROS) for
implementation of some of the functionalities provided by the robotic components of SARA (i.e.,
the Robotic Rollator and the Robotic Assistant). As an example, the Robotic Assistant relies on the
ROS Navigation Stack for the realization of autonomous navigation.

Prior to the development of S-SARA, the configuration of the ROS infrastructure for SARA was
largely manual and error-prone. In the context of development of S-SARA, it was decided to
automate the configuration of ROS nodes by means of Ansible scripts and hence, to validate them
using the DPT.

The validation of the DPT was made using the DPT plugin available from the RADON IDE. The
feedback to the DPT development team was provided by means of answers to a questionnaire. The
structure of the questionnaire is described in deliverable D3.7 - “Defect Prediction Tool II”.

4.2.3.5 Orchestrator

Prior to the adoption of the RADON Orchestrator (xOpera), the deployment of the components of
the SARA solution across the various field devices was performed by means of device specific
ad-hoc scripts.
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The validation of the RADON tools gave the opportunity to increase the degree of automation of
the deployment and the maintainability of the related artifacts. The description of the artifacts that
need to be installed and configured along with their dependencies are now maintained in a
collection of CSAR files suitable to be processed by the RADON TOSCA Orchestrator (xOpera).
In particular, it was decided to create a TOSCA file for each of the Assistive Tasks (AT) designed
for S-SARA (i.e. Fall Management, Gait Analysis). Each archive now contains all the information
concerning the components implementing the specific functionality (e.g. the Gait Sampler and Gait
Server for the Gait Analysis AT) plus the components common with the other functionalities (e.g.
the component for the encryption).

The deployment of a single S-SARA AT now can be done by issuing a command like:

$ opera deploy -v -c —i inputs.yml s-sara_gait_at.yml

where the inputs.yml contains the indicate of the address of the nodes target for the deployment:

#This yaml file contains inputs for s-sara_gait_at.yml.

cloud_gateway_ip: xxx.yyy.zzz.www

cloud_gateway_port: 8081

rollator_gateway_ip: aaa.bbb.ccc.ddd

rollator_gateway_port: 8081

The approach adopted for S-SARA was also extended to ClonE-IoT, the platform used by S-SARA
to integrate IoT devices (e.g. home automation). In the case of CloE-IoT, we have created an
archive for each of the services (e.g. Devices management, Events management). Now, for the
serverless version of CloE-IoT, it is possible to manage the deployment of each single service.

4.2.3.6 Continuous Testing Tool

The Continuous Testing tool (CTT) was used for executing JMeter load tests of serverless version
of CloE-IoT. For the definition of the JMeter Load test policies, we have utilised the test scripts
(*jmx) already developed for CloE-IoT and the radon.blueprints.testing.JMeterMasterOnly testing
infrastructure template defined by the RADON project. The load test policies were attached to the
service teamples, developed for each service provided by CloE-IoT (e.g. Device Manager, Event
Manager). The load tests were executed manually using the CTT standalone.

4.2.4 Discussion

The ENG use case verified that the RADON’s tool are able to demonstrate all the abilities recalled
at the beginning of this chapter: ability to model the new S-SARA environment, ability to
orchestrate and configure software on S-SARA field devices (i.e. Robotic Rollator, Pepper
Humanoid Robot, Home Gateway), ability to define and configure S-SARA security policies.
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Moreover, the development of the use case gave the opportunity to address one aspect that was not
considered at the beginning of the project: the automatic configuration of the ROS services (e.g.
self-localization, navigation planning) utilized by the SARA robotic devices.

Given the central role that ROS plays within SARA, during the development of the use case, it was
decided to focus on this aspect instead of the one concerning the characterization of the network
traffic patterns arising in the data pipelines. This latter aspect resulted out of scope for SARA, given
the fact that SARA is planned to run within the ENG private cloud and hence, there is no need to
transfer data from a private to a public cloud.

Therefore, the effort initially planned for the investigation of the data pipelines was employed for
defining TOSCA node types modeling the various types of ROS packages and TOSCA service
templates modeling the ROS stacks. The authoring of ROS-related node types and service
templates was done using the RADON GMT. The behaviors of the new ROS TOSCA nodes were
defined by means of Ansible scripts validated by means of the RADON Defect Prediction tool. The
result of this effort was a collection of TOSCA particles enabling the, initially unplanned,
automation of deployment and management of ROS components included in S-SARA.

From a business point of view there are four main achievements for the ENG use case:

● Reduction of operational costs through the automation of the S-SARA deployment process
achieved thanks to the adoption of the TOSCA standard and the RADON Orchestrator.

● Reduction of technical implementation overhead in terms of both (a) simplified
management of the execution environment brought in by the adoption of the FaaS model
and (b) reduced effort for the development and maintenance of deployment archives gained
with the GMT.

● Simplified development process realized by means of the adoption of the RADON
Decomposition Tool. This tool avoided starting from scratch the refactoring of SARA in
terms of serverless functions. The Decomposition Tool was utilized to produce the initial
decomposition of SARA that was used as the starting point for the design of the new
S-SARA serverless architecture.

● Improved quality of product achieved through the contribution of the RADON Verification
Tool and the RADON Defect Prediction Tool. The former increased the guarantee of
consistency between the security and privacy constraints and application structure of
S-SARA, the latter to increase the quality of both the Ansible scripts and TOSCA models
needed by S-SARA.
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4.3 EFI/PRQ Use Case

In this section, we focus on the final validation results doing a brief recap of the use case
development using the RADON framework and the learnings we got from this journey.

Building our serverless artifact manager with RADON, EFI/PRQ was able to:

● validate the methodological and technical approach an open source project has to offer to a
real-world industrial project like Cloudstash,

● validate the RADON’s tools, ability to carry out complex CI/CD actions and orchestrate
through RADON models security and privacy rules  checked through FaaS ,

● validate the function hub and  function lifecycle  concepts developed in the RADON
methodology and runtime environment.

In this deliverable we focus on the pending validation tasks and present a summary of the results
related to the UC KPIs validation and fulfillment. In the last period of the project, M27-M30 we
focused our validation efforts on further application enhancement using GMT, on deployment of the
application using the Orchestrator both with the CLI and SaaS version of xOpera, and on
configuration of the monitoring module with Prometheus. Continuous validation of the
“radon-particles” along with the rest of the RADON tools are crucial to ensure that new tool feature
releases are not causing any issues. Furthermore, we allocated part of our validation efforts for the
delivery of the remaining serverless-based functions so that our third and last to validate KPI is
achieved. More details on the validation actions will be presented later in section 3.1.3 Validation
and Impact Analysis.

4.3.1 Business Goals

Our main goal in building the serverless artifact manager Cloudstash with RADON, is to showcase
how an application designed to offer FaaS services can be built from scratch effortlessly providing
all the advantages a DevOps framework offers while not sacrificing quality and assurance.

The roadmap towards our goal stems through:

● the exploration of DevOps adoption through externally managed services,
● the exploration of the capabilities of Cloudstash's  function hub component to archive

complex process templates.

The former is achieved through automation of IT actions that are necessary to ensure that different
teams working on a software product can collaborate efficiently while ensuring the correct setup of
security and privacy rules.

The latter is achieved by providing Function hub as a secure place to store and maintain process
templates that are in use across industries relevant to the market segment. Therefore, industries and
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organizations can benefit from them and start from day-1 to use serverless functions and build new
processes on top of their business logic.

Our business goal is described in the following section and its validation is quantified as followed:

BG-PRQ-1. The Serverless Artifact Manager should provide a service with notable cost benefits
for companies of any size.

○ Overhead (time spent on maintenance) should be reduced by 20% compared to a
non-serverless based solution.

○ Cost (of licencing and infrastructure) should be reduced by 20% compared to a
non-serverless based solution.

The validation of these goals is subject to surveys of existing customers about the time and money
spent on their respective chosen artifact manager. To name a few existing actors in the artifact
management market, Artifactory and Nexus are two alternative options that have the biggest39 40

market share up until now.
Furthermore, a set of KPIs has been defined associated with the above validation objectives and are
summarized below:

● Demonstrate use of RADON to develop, orchestrate and store at least 10 technical and
business processes that are reusable across >= 2 market domains

● Demonstrate RADON’s customization on at least >= 1 CI/CD technology not included in
the officially-supported framework stack

● Define a library of >= 15 serverless based function for log-based and state-based analysis of
security and privacy rules in collaborative DevOps environments

● >= 1 characterization study of the scalability of the Orbit function-hub as the number of
stored functions grows

Validation KPIs will be discussed further in section 4.3.4 of this deliverable.

4.3.2 Use Case Scenarios

Scenario description

Our Use Case, Cloudstash is a complete, scalable, and reliable artifacts manager based on serverless
technologies that public cloud vendors widely offer. The final product supports many different
kinds of file formats, while in the context of RADON, we mainly focused on building the Function
Hub. Function Hub is the component that manages public or private reusable functions for a single
user or organization and interaction with that module is done using the functionhub-cli PyPI
module, specially developed for the UC. The user is able to browse the content of his/her
organization and see all the available artifact information and use them for integration with the
RADON framework and GMT, or download the artifacts locally.

40 https://www.sonatype.com/product-nexus-repository
39 https://jfrog.com/artifactory/
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Access to the main product can be achieved by reaching Cloudstash from any browser, while the41

functionhub-cli module can be found in PyPI libraries under the name functionhub .42

In Figure 4.3.1, you can see a representative example of Cloudstash's publicly offered functions
created by different users. Regardless of the user owner, all those functions are accessible and ready
to be used by anyone interested in them. More specifically, the directory radon-function-lib
contains all 15 serverless-based functions for log-based and state-based analysis of security and
privacy rules in collaborative DevOps environments, as described in our UC’s third KPI.

Figure 4.3.1: Cloudstash.io public functions

Application architecture and technology stack

Figure 4.3.2 shows Cloudstash application's architectural design, highlighting some of the most
important components. The RADON framework brought us new possibilities so some
enhancements have been made throughout the project's period.

We have decided to keep our complete resource stack on AWS as it is one of the most mature cloud
services vendors with very robust documentation material, a wide community, and multiple
resources available offering solutions for every particular case.

42 https://pypi.org/project/functionhub/
41 https://www.cloudstash.io/
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Figure 4.3.2: Cloudstash.io architecture

All the necessary design and configuration modules used within the RADON framework in order to
model and deploy our application Cloudstash, are developed and provided by the consortium and
can be found in the "radon-particles" repository on Github. Summarizing the resource nodes used
are:

● AWS Platform
● AWS API Gateway
● AWS Lambda Functions
● AWS S3 Bucket
● AWS DynamoDB Table
● AWS Route53 DNS Service
● DockerEngine
● AWS EC2
● Prometheus PushGateway

AWS Platform node is used to specify the preferred area in which the deployment of the resources
will take place. AWS API Gateway node provides internal routing services to the various requests
originating from the user through the browser interface or the CLI module. AWS Lambda functions
are used for hosting the business logic under executable functions. For persistence, AWS S3
buckets are combined with AWS DynamoDB database tables in order to store the user's data and
application's metadata. The AWS Route53 node is used to define the configuration of the DNS
service so that all requests to "cloudstash.io" are successfully redirected to the right AWS
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endpoints. Lastly, the AWS EC2 instance node is used to host the DockerEngine and the
Prometheus Gateway to enable monitoring services.

Challenges

● End-to-end solution. Use RADON resource configuration templates found in
“radon-particles” to deploy all necessary components of Cloudstash without any manual
configuration needed from the user outside RADON’s orchestration.

● Overall RADON tool alignment. Many tools and workflows in the RADON framework
depend on each other. The big challenge comes in when new features and updates interfere
with the expected outcome and troubleshooting has to be done collectively by the UC owner
and the involved tool owners.

● Initial application's specification lock-in. Developing an application following DevOps
practices also means to do in a way that you are agile to adapt to unforeseen obstacles and
challenges. Following an incremental development plan, we managed to show progress in
our UC, continuously adding value to the final product with small improvements.

● Comparison with current market competitors. RADON constitutes a complete DevOps
framework providing all important tools and functionality needed to efficiently carry out
software development and orchestration for various platforms. Having such a plethora of
services available in just a single software makes it difficult if not impossible to perform any
1 to 1 comparison to alternative software in the market.

4.3.3 Validation and Impact Analysis

Figure 4.3.3 is a recap of the workflow in the use case of Cloudstash. The tools that are included in
this workflow are attached to particular requirements that we have set and are visible in the picture.
As you can see, we have chosen to use plenty of the RADON tools, the integration of which we
think adds value to our development processes or the final product. Some of the tools have been
validated straight from the IDE with manual configuration and validation, while others have been
validated within a CI/CD platform. The former are highlighted with green color, while the latter
with blue.
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Figure 4.3.3: Cloudstash Workflow

Following our application's development process, first we started by getting familiar with the
RADON framework using the IDE. IDE is the actual workspace, where a user can have access to
the various RADON tools. Once we got comfortable with that, we proceed with getting to know the
GMT tool. Following the documentation and the toy application implementation, we ended up
starting building our own application using the available TOSCA templates in the "radon-particles".
In the first phase, the model was pretty simple and more functionalities were added up as we moved
towards more complex configurations. Next on the workflow came the CTT,  VT and DPT.

All the previous validation took place on the IDE itself, using the dedicated plug-ins for each tool
and following their documentation. In some cases, where our application's requirements were too
specific to be implemented by following the general documentation, we needed to reach out straight
to the tool developers to get some guidance and help.
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Big part of our validation efforts was using the RADON tools within a CI/CD pipeline. As you can
see from the Figure 4.3.3, the next step in our workflow was to automate all aforementioned tools so
that they get executed automatically in a controlled environment. By doing so, the user no longer
needs to go through manual validation of his/her new model version, but just needs to invoke the
pipeline as soon as he/she commits the new modifications.

4.3.3.1 Graphical Modeling Tool (GMT)

The GMT was one of the first RADON tools to engage in order to implement our application. The
validation of this tool started approximately in the middle of the project's timeline, around M18
and lasted until the end of it, on M30. The validation included user experience feedback of the
graphical environment as well as validation of the available modeling templates, provided by the
“radon-particles”. The initial offering of the “radon-particles” was enough to kickstart our
application including basic features, but moving on towards the third project’s period more
complex processes and configurations on AWS were necessary to be implemented. UST, the
responsible unit for the GMT, responded fast to our inquiries for customized node-types and
extended the “radon-particles” library, providing guidance and help in order to accomplish our
goals. The complete list of the node-types used in our UC are listed in section 4.3.2 under
“Application architecture and technology stack” while the final model of our UC, Cloudstash is
presented in Figure 4.3.4

Figure 4.3.4: Cloudstash model
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GMT’s documentation, explanatory videos and WP6 meetings were used for the configuration of the various
nodes and the connections between them, while 1 to 1 sessions between the units were organized when
needed for further troubleshooting.

4.3.3.2 Continuous Testing Tool (CTT)

Using CTT in our UC was defined as crucial from the early stages of the project as it is able to
perform a set of tests in a controlled environment before the deployment on production. This way
we ensure that our application has the maximum uptime and availability despite issues deriving
from potential future ambiguous configuration of the model.

With CTT, we are able to define, generate, execute and refine continuous tests of application
functions, data pipelines, and microservices, as well as for reporting test results. The testing
policies, which essentially can be integrated into any model, are available in the “radon-particles”.
Based on the chosen test some minimal configuration is required from the user while the execution
of the test is entirely managed by CTT in the background.

The validation of the CTT was made manually within the IDE and in our CI/CD pipeline. In our
UC, we chose to include a set of unit tests and an "HttpEndpointTest" to our API gateway resource.
The last one performs a bunch of requests towards all the generated API endpoints, making sure
that all the deployed resources are accessible to the end-user of Cloudstash.

In Figure 4.3.5, you can see an overview of the testing policy configuration for the
"HttpEndpointTest" on Cloudstash. The testing annotation has to be added on design time while the
execution of CTT is independently invoked by the user.

Figure 4.3.5: Cloudstash’s CTT policy
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The test is executed on a testing infrastructure explicitly deployed on an AWS EC2 instance and it
is undeployed after the end of the performed tests.

The testing infrastructure deployment package for this test as well as the rest of the available tests is
provided by CTT in the “radon-particles”.

4.3.3.3 Verification tool (VT)

The verification tool has been integrated into our development lifecycle pretty early as we saw clear
value using this tool. Its validation derives from setting up and verifying if certain constraints
related to security and privacy rules comply with our application's model. More precisely, we have
set the constraint of storing user-sensitive data in the same AWS region with the lambda functions
handling requests related to that data.

Developing further the application in the future, the model might turn out to be way more complex
than what it is today, and new additions might be needed to be introduced to the model. For
example, a possible change might be to move some of the cloud resources to a different AWS
region or cloud provider to better optimize our application, as they might offer less operational
costs or better performance. The above constraint makes sure to warn the developer or operations
actor about this potential breach of the constraints and provide a correction suggestion of the
inconsistency.

For the validation of the VT, we developed a CDL file following the tool's documentation and
IMP's direct help to our unit. This file is essential for the integration of the tool and basically
describes our requirements to CDL code. Listing 4.3.1 depicts the final version of Cloudstash's
constraints.

Listing 4.3.1: CDL file for VT
import "_Definitions/steIgeneral__cloudstash_VT_version_v2.tosca";

types = {

radon.nodes.aws.AwsLambdaFunction,

radon.nodes.aws.AwsPlatform,

radon.nodes.aws.AwsDynamoDBTable,

radon.nodes.aws.AwsApiGateway,

radon.nodes.aws.AwsS3Bucket

};

$X.host_node := $X.requirements[$Y].host.node;

lambdas      ::= $N : $N.type = radon.nodes.aws.AwsLambdaFunction;
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sensitive_data = {AwsDynamoDBTable_2, AwsDynamoDBTable_5, AwsS3Bucket_0 };

AwsLambdaFunction_0.endpoints = { AwsDynamoDBTable_2 };

AwsLambdaFunction_1.endpoints = { AwsDynamoDBTable_5 };

AwsLambdaFunction_2.endpoints = { AwsDynamoDBTable_3 };

AwsLambdaFunction_3.endpoints = { AwsDynamoDBTable_5 };

AwsLambdaFunction_4.endpoints = { AwsDynamoDBTable_4, AwsDynamoDBTable_5 };

AwsLambdaFunction_5.endpoints = { };

AwsLambdaFunction_6.endpoints = { AwsDynamoDBTable_5 };

AwsLambdaFunction_7.endpoints = { };

AwsLambdaFunction_8.endpoints = { AwsDynamoDBTable_2 };

AwsLambdaFunction_9.endpoints = { AwsDynamoDBTable_3 };

AwsLambdaFunction_10.endpoints = { AwsDynamoDBTable_4 };

AwsLambdaFunction_11.endpoints = { AwsDynamoDBTable_4 };

AwsLambdaFunction_12.endpoints = { AwsDynamoDBTable_2 };

AwsLambdaFunction_13.endpoints = { AwsDynamoDBTable_4, AwsS3Bucket_0 };

AwsLambdaFunction_15.endpoints = { AwsDynamoDBTable_4, AwsDynamoDBTable_2, AwsS3Bucket_0 };

AwsLambdaFunction_16.endpoints = { AwsDynamoDBTable_1 };

INCONSISTENCY d {

l <- lambdas;

n <- l.endpoints;

n <- sensitive_data;

ASSERT((l.host_node != n.host_node));

};

@show l;

@show n;

@definable $X.host.node;

@define_as AwsPlatform_0;

@define_as AwsPlatform_1;

@bias {

set: lambdas;

modifier: endpoints, host_node;

}

In Cloudstash, the VT is used as an inconsistency-“shield” throughout the whole development cycle
of the application model.
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That way, we make sure that additions or configuration modifications to the model comply with the
pre-set constraints. For that reason, apart from the manual validation in IDE, we included it inside
our CI/CD pipeline performing constraints verification in an automated manner.

In the EFI/PRQ UC, VT constitutes a separate step in the CI/CD pipeline, testing the topology
architecture after any modification on the service template. Depending on the result of the tool, we
can set the pipeline to proceed with the next steps and the deployment or give feedback for any
issues.

4.3.3.4 Defect Prediction Tool (DPT)

Throughout the development of our UC, DPT was used for quantifying the characteristics of an IaC
blueprint and predicting its defect-proneness. Essentially all the files enclosed within the CSAR
deployment file are IaC configuration files based on Ansible. By ensuring that the exported CSAR
is defect free, we can be more sure of our code or we can take actions to enhance the pain points of
our application's setup.

In order to complete our validation efforts and better understand the results of DPT, we performed
multiple defect predictions using the IDE plugin and ultimately we filled out 3 surveys related to
the tool results. Figure 4.3.6 shows an example of DPT validation on a AwsDynamoDBTable.tosca
blueprint.

Figure 4.3.6: Defect prediction on AwsDynamoDBTable blueprint
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The results achieved from running the defect prediction tool on the IaC components of the EFI/PRQ
use case show that it helps distinguish components whose metrics can induce technical debt.

When keeping IaC quality, the tool helps to observe several metrics and ensure that complex code
representations are avoided. One interesting tool extension could be semi-automated code
refactoring to make this maintenance activity more sustainable.

Furthermore, in some cases, the explanations of metric violations are unclear. Integrating
explainable AI techniques, such as LIME or SHAP, would induce developers to accept the
suggestions. Finally, the warranty levels could be customizable and developer-, company-specific.”

4.3.3.5 Orchestrator (xOpera)

The orchestrator (xOpera) puts our application into the runtime environment, enforcing the state
described in the application blueprint (CSAR) onto the targeted provider(s). The common
operations are deployment, scaling and cleanup or un-deploy and are executed on different target
environments such as staging, development and production. Most of the previous functionalities
have been heavily tested and validated in the context of our UC using the xOpera-cli tool. As soon
as the xOpera-SaaS was released, further validation efforts were made by our unit to investigate
bugs, issues and user experience of the SaaS version.

Within the RADON framework, the validation of the orchestrator has been made through its
dedicated IDE plugin, which essentially initiates REST API calls to the xOpera-SaaS and the
deployment of the application is handled entirely by the tool on the cloud.

Since the beginning of the validation plan, we intended to use this tool as the last step of
Cloudstash’s CI/CD pipeline handling the continuous deployment. Result of this validation activity
was the creation of CI/CD templates for deployment of CSAR files using xOpera. The templates
can be accessed in the RADON’s Github repository “radon-cicd-templates ” and can be reused for43

different projects.

43 https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-cicd-templates/tree/master/Orchestrator/xOpera-CLI
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Figure 4.3.7: Cloudstash deployment using Opera-cli

4.3.3.6 Function Hub

Function Hub has been used in our UC in order to store our application's functions and dependency
libraries. The artifacts are placed in a private repository and the validation of the tools has been
succeeded by integrating FunctionHub URLs in lambda function configuration within the RADON
GMT.

Furthermore, the PyPI tool "functionhub-cli" has been used to upload the artifacts to our own
repository on Cloudstash storage.

Figure 4.3.8 shows the library of functions for our application. Various information regarding the
uploaded file are given in the description of each particular file and can also be downloaded using
the browser's user interface.
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Figure 4.3.8: Cloudstash function on FunctionHub

4.3.3.7 Monitoring (MonT)

Last in our validation activities took place the monitoring tool. The monitoring nodes responsible
for the setup of the Prometheus Gateway and the configuration of the monitored functions are done
through GMT with dedicated nodes and relationship connections between them. The deployment of
the monitoring infrastructure is automated with the application deployment and the user
authentication is integrated with the IDE’s use management system “keycloak”.

All Cloudstash’s lambda functions are monitored using the MonT while RAM memory and CPU
usage metrics are exported on Cloudstash’s Grafana dashboard. Figure 4.3.9 shows an example of
one of the monitored lambda functions in Cloudstash.

Figure 4.3.9: Grafana dashboard
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4.3.4 Discussion

The final state of our UC KPIs are presented in Table 4.3.1. The detailed description of the
performed actions and the validation results specifically for each KPI have been presented in the
previous period as most of the work related to our UC KPIs was done by M27.
The table below summarizes the final state of the KPIs and provides information and links to the
datasets and the studies that have been carried out towards the achievement of each KPI.

Table 4.3.1: Summary of achieved Goals for EFI/PRQ Use Case

Goal Status of validation Goal achieved

Demonstrate use of RADON to develop,
orchestrate and store at least 10 technical
and business processes that are reusable
across >= 2 market domains

cloudstash.io provides functionality
related to at least 10 technical and
business processes and nature of the
application, making it relevant for
most tech companies regardless of
market domain.

Yes -
Explore

processes at
https://www.cl

oudstash.io

Demonstrate RADON’s customization
on at least >= 1 CI/CD technology not
included in the officially supported
framework stack.

Repository of CI/CD templates
suitable for 2 different automation
platforms available in Github.
Documentation of usage.

Yes - Explore
supported

CI/CD
technologies at
https://github.c
om/radon-h202
0/radon-cicd-te

mplates

Define a library of >= 15 serverless
based functions for log-based and
state-based analysis of security and
privacy rules in collaborative DevOps
environments.

Repository of 15 serverless based
functions available in Github.
Functions are ready to be deployed
and used in any cloud vendor.

Yes - Explore
the functions at
https://github.c
om/radon-h202
0/radon-functio
n-lib/tree/maste

r/functions

>= 1 characterization study of the
scalability of the Orbit function-hub as
the number of stored functions grows.

Characterization study has been
carried out using serverless Artillery.

Yes - Explore
characterizatio

n study at
https://github.c
om/radon-h202
0/cloudstash-ch
aracterization
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5 Conclusion
This deliverable elaborates on the validation activities for RADON tools, performed on the level of
single tool and industrial use cases that employ multiple RADON tools to accomplish use
case-specific goals. Since the previous deliverables focusing on validation activities were not
public, the material originally provided in them was updated and refined to reflect the most recent
status. Furthermore, as one of the goals was to communicate the results to an external audience, we
shaped the discussion to be concise and understandable for readers not familiar with RADON
concepts. All RADON tools were successfully validated by the tool owners against the tool-specific
KPIs and at least in the context of one industrial use case. The validation in industrial use cases also
demonstrated that the RADON toolchain can be flexibly used based on the case-specific
requirements by adding / omitting tools from the toolchain when needed. All industrial use cases
reported the usage of RADON tools to be successful for achieving the case-specific goals.
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